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29 Per Cent Claim PIRG Refunds in First Week
Twenty-nine per cent of the BC tification with the office (PIRG). tributed to PIRG, unaware of the
undergraduate student body has whereas here (PIRG office), student referendum determining
collected their $4 PIRG refund as of students can see what Mass PIRG this. Some suggested that PIRG be
forced to "campaign"for its money.
last Friday. PIRG staff member, has been doing."
Anne McSweeney stated that if the
Last Friday afternoon, at a Few students claimed they "just
needed the money."
present rate continues, by next Fri- meeting with Vice President for StuIf PIRG loses its funding,
day the fifty per cent limit will be dent Affairs. Kevin Duffy, PIRG
reached and PIRG will cease to exmembersand UGBC President Ron lacobucci told The Heights that he
ist at BC.
lacobucci discussed their differences would "take an initiative to reAccording to former PIRG in handling the refund procedure. institute the organization on camDirector Malcolm Najarian, more According to Najarian, lacobucci pus. He stated that it is possible that
students have been picking up complained that officials were not UGBC would give PIRG the marefunds this year since they do not writing refund checks fast enough, jority of its' half of the remainderof
know what PIRG stands for and suggesting that they were the PI RG refunds. "Now the budget
offers. He contends that last deliberately slowing down the relooks secure and there won't be any
semester's contract dispute wasted fund process in order to discourage disasters that I can foresee. .It
would be premature to say what will
much of PIRG's energies and students from collecting.
overshadowed its accomplishments
lacobucci commented, "It was happen. PIRG may not hit the fifty
and services.
not so much a complaint I have, it's per cent mark.
When asked why he thought more
"The advantages that PIRG one many people have on the
offers students; legal and consumer process."
students were claiming their
information, for instance; were not
To remedy the long lines, both refunds, lacobucci stated, "The fact
publicized last semester," Najarian parties agreed that two tables, one is that PIRG is committed to maxstated. He added that "the contract from A-J, another from K-Z would imum accessibility for refunds in
dispute has confused many be set up.
students."
Also at issue was whether to NEWS FEATURE
\
Last December PIRG and allow scholarship students to collect
UGBC signed a contract stating refunds. lacobucci contended that
that if fifty per cent or more of the they could. However. McSweeney
student body claimed their refunds, stated, "We disagreed because obPIRG would lose its funding from viously the people on scholarship by Kathy Argyelan
The Office of Student Activities
UGBC. Both organizations would haven't paid it."
each receive half the remaining
At the meeting, Duffy presented a has as its underlying purpose to
proposal stating that the names of "help people help themselves" by
money.
Since the founding of PIRG in the 119 students on full athletic promoting an environment within
which the individual can develop
1972, the percentage of students scholarships be crossed off the refund ledger. Their refunds will then personal skills and find satisfaction.
claiming refunds has decreased,
Each staff member "teaches" what
culminating in a low of nineteen be donated to a scholarship fund.
According to lacobucci, PIRG it means to be responsible,
percent last year. PIRG is a
nationwide organization that and UGBC will determine the organized and decisive with every
depends on a portion of the acpercentage of students who student encounter.
University Student Guide
tivities fee of its college or university collected their refunds by subtracIf you ever have occasion to
for funding.
ting the number of scholarship
McSweeney believed that the students from the size of the student reserve a room for a meeting,
publicity PIRG got from its body at the timeof the signing of the purchase a ticket for an on-campus
event or advertise for a ride home
"hassles" with UGBC made "PIRG PIRG-UGBC contract (12|6|76);
look like the agency that gives out this difference will then be divided during vacations, then chances are
money." She also stated that the by two, to arrive at a median figure. you will come into contact with the
stationing of refund tables in
When asked by The Heights why Office of Student Activities.
McElroy lobby prompted more they wanted their refunds, most Operating under the auspices of
students to obtain their refunds. students answered, "PIRG doesn't Director Carole Wegman and
"Students see the line and that conbenefit me," and"I haven't seen my assistants Toby Plevin and Doug
Knapp, the OSA serves to distributes to a bandwagon psymoney doing anything."
In addition, many of the students seminate information for and about
chology." Staff member, Rob
Walker added, "Out there criticized the process by which their student activities, to establish
(McElroy lobby) there is no idenmoney was automatically con-

.

.

Last week, BC decided to
eliminate the twenty meal plan for
next year. In its place, a form of the
present point plan will be instituted.
According to BC Dining Services
(BCDS) Director, John Callahan,
the BC administration believes that
the conversion to a total point plan
will aid in keeping the BCDS budget
balanced and reduce waste.
Acting upon a directive from the
administration that all departments
"must" break even, BCDS decided
to cut nonessential expenses by getting rid of the computers, used for
the twenty meal plan. BC rents
these computers at $10,000 per
year. Callahan also cited the extra
man hours involved in running the
twojneal plans as uneconomical.
According to Callahan, the waste
inherent in the twenty meal plan
also contributed to BCDS expenses.
He stated that no effective means of
controlling the waste exists.
When asked if the new plan will
allocate more points than the present one, Callahan remarked that he
did not know and that he and the
Food Committee would have to
study the matter further in order to
work out the details. However, both
Callahan and Mark Frederick, a
student member on the Food Committee believed that the plan will

Maloney
Don
Despite PIRG's plea for support, 2400 students claimed $4.00 refund last
week
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policies and procedures for clubs ripple effect by sharing with
and organizations and to provide students the potential for understanadvice and guidance to students and ding themselves, for developing interpersonal and leadership skills
staff.
According to Wegman, one of and, perhaps, for acquiring careerthis year's major goals was "to in- related learning."
form students exactly what we're all
In addition to publishing the
about. Few people understand the Student Guide, the Office of Stuoperations of this office, the at- dent Activities supervises the
mosphere in which we work. We O'Connell House programs,
want students to. know we operate operates a ticket booth for both on
more than just a ride board." To and off campus events and coorhelp realize that objective the for- dinates room reservations, vending
and club registration. It is also
mat of the 1976-77 University Student Guide was completely revised responsible for providing the mimeoto include extensive sections on ditto service, maintaining an adacademicand student life resources, visory service for both veterans and
university services and a guide to international students and for
overseeing the fiscal management of
personalizing your education.
Wegman believes that "com- certain student activities. A more
munication is one of the biggest complete list can be found in the
problems" but feels that this can be Student Guide.
Wegman feels that one way of
alleviated, in part, if students take
the responsibility to read the Guide getting feedback from the students
and inform themselves. "We learn is through the Student Activities
from the students," said Wegman, Advisory Board. The Board serves
"and we want to make things better. in an advisory capacity to the OSA
The Guide is an ongoing thing and and is composed of administrative,
we are always open to suggestions faculty and student representatives.
The office has also begun publishing
on ways to improve it."
Expressing concern about stu- a newsletter, Callboard, to provide
The main source of student input,
basically be the same. No drastic
to
student
according to Callahan, is the Food dent involvement in extra-curricular information
changes are expected.
The
first
issue of
organizations.
activities,
the
Wegman
emphasized
Committee.
This
twelve
member
Callahan denied that doing away
with the twenty meal plan would student board presents suggestions value of participation as an integral Callboard was recently distributed.
When asked whether she
part of the educational experience.
mean sacrificing nutrition for from the student body to the adeconomy. He stated that BCDS ministration. It also helps in She suggested that the involved stu- thought the office was overly
offers nutritionally valid and "developing the philosophy of the dent has a different set of understan- bureaucratic, Wegman replied that
dietetically approved food at the Dining Department." Callahan dings and is more capable of apply- it was important to establish certain
ing that which is learned in the procedures in order to maintain a
cash counters. Both he and stated.
Other colleges, according to classroom to the "outside" world. sense of fairness to each organizaFrederick emphasized that the
"Unfortunately," she continued, "it tion. "Unfortunately," she said,
responsibility in obtaining a Callahan, do not have dining comis
physically impossible for we three "you can't please all of the people
Cross,
stated,
he
who
balanced meal lies with the student. mittees. Holy
"The students think we (BCDS) "have been hearing good things to personalize education for every ail of the time." She does feel,
are trying to snow them, but we are about BC, are in the process of student. All we can do is provide however, that this year the OSA has
food for thought. We try to create a reached the point in its method of
trying to give them maximum ser- studying our point plan.
organization where it can begin "to
vice and the best food possible,"
deal with the problems and not the
stated Callahan.
procedures."
Many students have raised the
"It's taken a few years to get to
question about the lack of student
this
she continued, "but it's
point,"
participation in thedecision making
a
liberatingexperience."
process. Callahan cited a number of
The responses of several stupossibilities open to the student to
dent leaders to the services provided
voice his| her opinions. Students
by the OSA are as varied as the
may place suggestions in a box
organizations which they represent.
located in the McElroy cafeteria. Its
"The purpose of the OSA as I see
contents are the sole concern of the
it," said O'Connell Staff member
sub-committees of the Food ComJane Demming, "is to serve as an
mittee. An open BCDS meeting in
available resource to students and to
Cheverus Lounge each semester
encourage and help them to acheive
offers students another means of intheir personal, social and cultural
put. Since many students do not atgoals. Based on my experiences as
tend these meetings, BCDS now
an O'Connell staff member, I have
features tours of the food processing
overwhelmingly impressed by
been
procedure in groups of eight to ten.
their
attitude
and support."
Sign-up sheets are available in front
The
experiences of
of McElroy.
.(continued on page six)
OSA Director Carole Wegman

BCOpts for Total Point Plan
by Gregory Joyce

'

McElroy lobby. It received a lot of are aware of the issue and what
exposure in The Heights. Students PIRG and the $4 is about."
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will be served.
6 pm. Accounting Academy. VITA
program meeting. Signs will be
posted as to room number.
6:30 pm. Joshua Center Training.
Hillside A Conference Room.
7 pm. Council for Exceptional
Children meeting. McGuinn 3rd
Monday
floor lounge.
9 am - 4 pm. Nursing Day in Cam7 pm. UGBC Open Forum.
pion Aud. 40 hospitals represented. O'Connell House.
Interview workshop at 4:30. Spon7 pm. White Collar Crime. SOM
sored by BC Career Planning and Honors Program. McGuinn Aud.
Placement.
7 pm. Freshman SOE - meeting for
3:30 pm. PULSE. South End Elderthose interested in skits in Keyes
ly meeting. McElroy 114.
South, Ist floor lounge. Call Nancy
4:30 pm. Chess Club meeting. at 527-9629 for info.
McGuinn 110.
1 1 pm. "I Hate Winter" - a slushy
6:30 pm. SON Senate meeting. event. O'Connell House.
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
7:30 pm. Prof. Pam Berger of the
Fine Arts Dept. will give a talk on
"Augustine's Century in Art and
Architecture" in Shaw House - illustrated. Sponsored by the A&S
Honors Program.
7:30 pm. 25 cent HOT DOGS Wednesday
steamed in beer every Monday at 12 pm. Polaris Corp. Career Planthe RATHSKELLAB. 7' TV for ning and Placement.
Murray
your viewing pleasure and superlow
Room.
Conference
drink prices. Start the week with a
4:30 pm. Investment Club Meeting.
smile! Hockey Night.
McElroy 114.
7:30 pm. Association for Women in 4:30 pm. The Accounting
Academy
Management presents "TwoCareer is sponsoring Prof. Kirschbaum
Murray
Families" a seminar. In
from N.Y. to talk about the CPA
Conference Room.
exam and how to prepare for it.
7-10 pm. Auditions for "Man of Room
to be announced.
I .aMancha". Feb. 7,8. Three minute
6:30 pm. GraduateStudent Associaspeech and song. Lyons 4th floor.
tion Executive Council. McGuinn
The Accounting Academy Banquet 3rd
floor lounge.
Committee will meet briefly right 7 pm.
Political Science lecture.
after the Genreal Meeting of the Prof. Milenky. Murray
Conference
AA.
Room.

9

8

Tuesday
10:30 am. SON Bake Sale. Cushing

Foyer.

3 pm. "I Hate Winter" - a slushy
event. O'Connell House.
3 pm. BC American Studies general
meeting in McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge to discuss the popular
culture series, winter/spring social,
Hovey House, and any new
business.
3:30 pm. AWM Meeting. Murray
Conference Room. Practical Approaches to Careers in business and
industry.
4 pm. A film show of movies by Lee
Schiel, Barry 212. Refreshments

io
Thursday

4 pm. Ms. Shirley Jackson, Bowling
Green State University, will lecture
on black slave-drivers in the Old
South. Murray Conference Room.
6 pm. Accounting Academy. VITA
meeting.
6:30 pm. Joshua Center Training.
Hillside Conference Room.
7 pm. Lecture by Dr. Elise Jancura
about "Accounting and Computers
in the 19805."
7 pm. Yoga Classes. Campion
Lounge.
7 pm. Faculty Forum - UGBC
McGuinn 110.

Career Opportunities Series:

CAREER OPTIONS:
Alternatives for the Future
Recent graduates present personal experiences regarding the transition from undergraduate majors to alternate career fields

Wednesday, February 9
Business Careers
for Non-Business Majors
Tuesday, February 15
Non-Teaching Careers
For Education Majors
Each seminar is scheduled for 7-9 p.m. The location is
Alumni Hall, 74 Commonwealth Aye. Students will be
able to question panelists and speak with them after
each seminar.
The Career Opportunities Series is a service of the Boston College Alumni
Association in cooperation with the UGBC for Boston College students.
For more details, call Alumni Hall, 965-3360
|

7:30 pm. Mike Curry plays all the
hits. Play stump the band from 8
8:30 pm at the RAT.

-

8 & 10 pm. "The Eiger Sanction."McGuinn Aud.
9 pm. O'Connell presents "The
Boston Jazz Quartet," a jazz-rock
fusion band with an elaborate percussion section. Free.

Friday

2 pm. Activities Funding Committee
meeting. McElroy 114.
3- spm. Gold KeyTGIF.
4 pm. Slavic and Eastern Circle
Wine and Cheese Social. McGuinn
3rd floor lounge.
4:30 - 7:30 pm. Tuborg Fest at the
RAT. Tuborg is $.35/12 oz. The
semester's first HAPPY HOUR.
8 pm. Pre-Valentine Dav Social.
GSA Philomatheia Hall.

Saturday

3:30 pm. Track : BC vs.
Northeastern at the Rec. Plex.
7:30 pm. Winter Cabaret. lota Phi
Theta sweethears. Newton Chapel
Basement.
8 & 10 pm. "The Eiger Sanction."
McGuinn Aud.
9 pm. O'Connell House hosts the

EVENTS
DEADLINE

TCJAJRS^tfOjjm
Patrick McCarthy Band, resident
folk-rock artists. Free.
9:30 pm. Women's Conference.
Women's Resource Center. 2nd
floor Cushing Hall.

13

Sunday

11 am. Minority Ed. Beginning
Event for Black History Week with
invited guest speakers. McElroy
Student Lounge.
6:30 pm. SIMS checking. McElroy
114.
7:30 pm. "The Eiger Sanction."
Barry Science Pavilion. Newton
Campus.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BECKS BEER NIGHT this Wed. at
the Rathskellar starting at 7:30 pm.
Mugs and T-shirts will be given
away.
Here's your chance to win a case of
liquor! The Boston College Rugby
team will be selling raffle tickets and
rugby T-shirts all week. Please help
our team! We need your support!
Being a Woman: second in a series
of films dealing with womanhood.
Feb. 16, the Women's Resource
Center will be showing "Does
Anybody Need Me Anymore? Janie's Janie" at 7:30 pm in
McElroy 213. All welcome.
Join the Zapohrozian Folk Dance
Ensemble. Contact 444-2420 and
ask for further info. On campus.
Get involved.
The Outing Club of Boston College
is having a meeting at 7 pm Feb. 8,
Tuesday, in McElroy Common.
Cross-Country skiing for a day trip
will be discussed. New members
welcome.
The Gay Issue on the Boston College
Campus: Social Discussion. For information on time and off-campus
location, contact the chaplain's office at ext. 3476.
Karate Club: Taught by Mr.
Kazumi Tabata, a 6th degree black
belt. It will meet Weds. 4 - 6 pm in
Campion Gym, and Fridays 4 - 6
pm in the Rec. Plex. New members
welcome - See Bob McGrath.
Important Hillel meeting Weds, at
4:30 pm. All are invited to participate. McElroy 111.
Israeli Dancing is sponsored by
Hillel, Sundays at 7 pm in Cushing
Faculty Lounge. Our teacher is very
good and very patient. All are invited. Please come!
JUNIOR PBE-MED AND PBEDENT STUDENTS! There will be
a meeting on Wed., Feb. 16 in
Fulton 220 at 5 pm. This is the most
important meeting to date! It is to
give info, about what you shoud
have achieved academically by this
time, the academic profile of the
Class of '76 who are now in medical
or dental school, the necessary personal vitae forms you must complete for the Premed/Predent office,
and the forms for MCAT, DAT,
AMCAS, and AADSAS. Deans
McMahon and Harrison and Dr.
Fimian will be there to answer
questions.
The History Caucus is holding elections for new members on Thurs.
and Fri., Feb. 10 and 11. All interested members must be history
majors, and present a selfnomination form to the history office by Wed., Feb. 9 so your name
will be on the ballot.
Financial Aid Applicationsfor 1977-78 are currently available in the
Financial Aid Office, Lyons 210 and
are due back by March Ist. Tax
returns are due on April 30th.
Mass. State Scholarship
Applications for students who' are
not currently receiving a Mass.

State Scholarship should have been
returned to the Financial Aid Office
by Feb. Ist. Ifyou have not met this
deadline it is imperative that you
contact the Financial Aid Office immediately.
Basic Opportunity Grant
Applications are now available in
the Financial Aid Office. All undergraduate federal aid applicants
attending at least half time are required to apply for this program
before they will be considered for
other types of federal assistance.
Deadline for the return of the Student Eligibility Report is June Ist.
In order to be considered for
Summer Work-Study, students must
sign up in the Financial Aid Office
March 1-11. Law School students
may obtain sign-up cards during
the same time period in Dean
Kane's office. Students are
reminded that in order to be considered for this program, a complete
Financial Aid application must be
on file.
The JudoClub will be having a Judo
demonstration on Thurs., Feb. 10 at
7 pm in the Rec. Plex. All are
welcome to attend!
Interested in touring a Mass. State
Lab.? Sign up in Mendel Club office, Higgins 611.
Pre-Law? Want info regarding prelaw studies, law school, or the
application process? Then come to
the University Counseling Office,
Gasson 108, and make an appointment with one of our trained advisors!
There is an URGENT NEED FOR
A&S TUTORS, especially in
Physics, Calculus, and Chemistry.
Sign up in Gasson 108 with the
A&S Tutorial Program - students
helping students.
Does life hold much more? Is
Enlightenment possible? Phil
Goldberg, author of the new book,
The TM Program: The Way to
Fulfillment, will give a lecture on
those questions. All are welcome.
McGuinn Aud., Mon., Feb. 7, at
7:30 pm.

There will be the first meeting for a
Test Anxiety Reduction Group, led
by Dr. Barry Reister, Staff
Psychologist from the SOM
Counseling Office of University
Counseling Services, on Tues., Feb.
8 at 3 pm in Fulton 301; all BC
students welcome.
The Women's Resource Center is
sponsoring a Brown-Bag Lunch
Series ort Feb. 15 at 1 pm iif
McElroy 213. Betty Taylor (the
director for the program for
Women in Political and
Governmental Careers) will be
speaking.
"Bring Your Heart and Find
Another" - Come to the Valentine
Mixer at the Newton Campus Law
School Cafeteria this Saturday
night Feb. 12th from 8 - 12 pm.
Tickets are $3.50 and will be sold at
the ticket booth and the Newton
Cafeteria during dinner hours.
The Boston College Marketing
Academy presents: "A Night on the
Town!" St. Valentine's Day Raffle
1977. Grand prize: Dinner and
cocktails for two at Anthony's Pier
Four, plus...Chauffeur driven
limousine, plus...Dancing and
cocktails at the Top of the Hub!
Donation: $.50 each or 5/$2. Drawing on Mon., Feb. 14 at 3 pm.
Applications for the "A&S

FRESHMAN ASSISTANCE
PBOGRAM will be available on
Wed., Feb. 9. Lend a freshman a

helping hand.
Nan Goldberg, a counsellor form
the Rape Crisis Center of Boston,
will speak at BC on Thurs., Feb. 10.
Further info, may be obtained from
the Women's Resource Center. c
O'Connell positions: Info, packets
and application forms for 5
O'Connell Student Union positions
are currently available in the Office
of Student Activities, McElroy 141
(9-4:30) and O'Connell (7pm-lam).
Deadline is Feb. 11 at 4:30.
Mass. PIRG Refunds will be given
out from 10 - 4 pm in Mc Elroy
Foyer Feb. 7 thru Feb. 11.

St. Ignatius Church

UNIVERSITY LITURGY

?

Sponsored by Chaplain's Office

Every Sunday at 12:30 pm
Choir Auditions: Call Laetitia Blain Ext.3475
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Blacks and Whites at BC? Voluntary Segregation
by Nate Holt
Last week at Boston College, a
professor asked his mammoth
political science class for an example of significant social change that
got its impetus outside of government. Someone mentioned
"reforms" and he frowned.
Someone mentioned C. Wright
Mills and he frowned some more.
The professor wanted someone toremember the civil rights movement.

Not so long ago, the question
of race filled this country's streets
with angry citizens. There was
violence, outrage and bitterness in
those years, but there was also
cautious hope. Much of that hope
rested in the young. They would be
educated interracially and freed of
their parents' prejudices, and

Americans would come to understand each other. Today blacks and
whites coexist at Boston College; we
barely communicate and nobody
seems very concerned about it.
Fenwick Hall provides an interesting study of racial attitudes at
BC. Once the residence of those
freshmen recruited under the Black
Talent Program, the dorm's first
floor now houses white males, the
second black males, and the third
black females. "There's no tensions
and no relations," said Julius
Harper, a second floor resident.
"Sometimes I forget that the first
floor is there." Asked if he knew of
any problems with the Fenwick
arrangement, a white student said,
"I don't know. I never go upstairs."
There are contacts in Fenwick,
however: the laundry, the lounge, a

(now-broken) telephone, and even
personal friendships. "We have a
better perspective than other
dorms," a white student said.
"Some of the kids here have never
even seen blacks." Another student
from the first floor said, "I go up
there to see a friend of mine and it's
all right. They giveyou shit and you
give it back to them. It's justpeople;
some good, some bad." Fenwick
remains a congenial, but
pronouncedly separate dorm.
A pattern of separation exists
at BC, but there are many individual exceptions. There is also
little overt tension between the
races, but this, too, has exceptions.
Last November a group of partying
black males was pelted by water
balloons and eggs in the Reservoir
parking lot. Elements of that group

entered the Reservoirs and
assaulted two white students. There
has been little reaction, official or
unofficial, to the incident. Another
white student who was injured by a
number of blacks first semester,
said, "People talk about color and
color's not to blame...it's the people

criminated againstby programs and
scholarships designed explicitly for
minorities. At the same time, some
blacks argue that society is not
wholly altruistic in aiding
minorities. "They brought us to BC
in the first placeto get Federal aid,"
said one. He then added, "We come
up with a slogan 'Black Power' and
they put it on a t-shirt and sell it."

involved."
These are rare instances, and
may be easily distorted; racial

.

"These professors, they try to
intimidate you," said another
member of the Black Student
Forum. "Do you know what it's like
being the only black in a class? They
give you every opportunity to give
up." While some blacks feel disenchantment with the university,
there is little discernable movement
for change. A lot of initiative is
thwarted by the burdens of
academics. "When I get my
diploma I'll be one happy black
motherfucker," said one. "I came
up here to a hostile environment and
assimilated myselfinto it."
Scholastic pressures are
out any other difficulties by Tuesmembers were invited to attend recognized
by Monroe Mo.seley,
day.
Election Committee meetings but
Director
of
Minority Student
Election committee member only Chairman Gerry Urbaniak and
he
also stresses
Programs;
Clifford,
Barbara
who stated that Tim Ryan/an observer, gave input.
scholastic aid. "Our main emphasis
the meeting was a "discouraging exWhen contacted, Gerry Uris academics," he said. "But we are
perience" for most of the combaniak stated that it was a also trying to maintain
our own
mittee. Clifford said that the comreasonable assumption that paridentities. We continue to propagate
mittee had put in many hours of tisanship was a factor in the nonwork in an honest attempt to make approval of the rules. He said, the idea of the melting pot, when we
the rules fair, and that they were however, that the differences had are really a stew - we all have our
willing to compromise but that already been worked out, and that own characters."Moseleyalsowants
some members of the Caucus he expected only limited discussion to further communications between
seemed to be arguing for the sake of prior to approval of the measure blacks and whites. "I myself have
not had much contact with the maargument. In addition, Caucus next Tuesday.
jority community," he said. "That's
one of the things I regret. A lot of
information comes from the majority to us, and it's difficult for the
students to assess its validity. That
is the purpose of the Collage. It is a
means of more effective communication." The Collage is a
minority student newspaper that
recently began publication. Another
communications outlet at Boston
College. WZBC, is reportedlyin the
midst of some racial conflict over
programming.

problems at BC are generally much
more difficult to define. "I walk
across this campus and I feel it isn't
mine," said a Black Student Forum
member. He cited economic
differences as the basis for blackwhite strain. Economic disparity
between blacks and whites does
cause conflict, as does economic
competition. Some lower middleclass white students feel dis-

Caucus Contests UGBC Election Rules
by Peter Rowland

and lacobucci's constitutions, a
The Election committee, led by judicial branch will be included.
chairman Tom Hoolihan, appeared
The last item on the agenda
before the UGBC Caucus last Tueswas the election rule report. Caucus
day night to present for approval the members questioned the wording of
rules for this spring's UGBC various sections of the proposed
presidential election. However, final rules. Particularly at issue was the
approval did not come.
use of the word "flagrant" in deterBy the end of the night, almost mining which campaign violations
all of the election committee had would be grounds for the disleft in disgust, and the caucus qualification of a candidate. Also
decided to refer therules back to the questioned were the campaign spenelection committee to iron out the ding limits of $J 60 and theproposed
rest of the problems by next week. donationof a $15 deposit from each
The Election Committee, however, candidate to the American Cancer
was given tentative approval to go Society should that candidaterefuse
ahead with its plans to have to clean up his propaganda after the
petitions and letters of intent ready election.
for distribution to potential canSeveral Caucus members, apdidates by February 4 at the UGBC parently for political reasons, oboffice.
jected to the placement of the canCompared to recent meetings, didates' names on the ballot in
many Caucus members and twenty alphabetical order, and also wanted
or so interested observers, some of
the election dates moved forward.
whom were considering running for One Caucus member commented
office in the spring attended the later that as the elections apmeeting. However, before tackling proached, voting by the Caucus
the Election Committee report, members would become increasingCaucus chairman Gerry Urbaniak ly partisan and that Tuesday night's
covered several other points on the meeting was only a small indication
agenda.
of how politics could get in the way
Among the three items was an of the Caucus' business. -At this
amendment to the by-laws of the point two Caucus members are
caucus which established that two doubling as campaign managers for
unexcused absences and a third presidential aspirants.
absence preventing a quorum be
By midnight the Caucus
grounds for removal of that decided not to approve the rules
member from the Caucus. Recently, without further discussion. As a
some members had voiced concern result the rules were sent back to the
because of the time lost when committee to incorporate the
previous meetings were scratched on changes agreed upon, and to work
account of the quorum not being
met.

Approval was also given to a
bill designed to protect resident
students in the event they are forced
to leave their residences for any
length of time. The bill provides that
the Housing Office must supply
shelter and hot meals to the affected
students within a reasonable period
of time of the evacuation. The
measure has been sent to UGBC
President Ron lacobucci for his
signature, and is seen by Caucus
Chairman Gerry Urbaniak as a
good test of student government impact on the administration.
The Caucus okayed the
proposed membership of UGBC in
the National Entertainment Commission (NEC), an organization
that would allow UGBC to obtain
discount tickets to cultural and
social events in the area. In addii tion, the Caucus decided on the establishment of a constitutional revision committee that would receive
ideas and investigate new constitutional possibilities. Eventually,
these ideas will be presented to a
convention that will meet some time
after February vacation. Both
UGBC President Ron lacobucci
and Caucus member Kieran Fallon
plan to submit revamped constitutions to this committee within
the next week or so. In both Fallon's

Paul
UGBC President Ron lacobucci Confers with students during last week's
Caucus meeting

Colins

This is a scanty assessment of a
difficult and complex situation.
Whenever one draws conclusions
about "blacks" and "whites" there
are many modifications and
qualifiers that probably should be
added. But BC is now an effectively
divided community, and the calendar keeps progressing. The time
when blacks and whites will understand each other at Boston College
may be approaching, but it is certainly not yet here.

Voices From the Dustbowl
by Meg

Horak

What is your opinion of the minority newspaper,Collage?

Joel Baskerville, SOM 79
/ think the idea is long overdue.
There is a needfor a minority paper
since there are minority students. It
could have been a little more wellrounded, in the sense that more
minorities could have been affected
by the newspaper. I think it will be
rewarding because it will open up
areas for minorities, to let them
know what is going on on-campus in
regard to other minority cultures.

Dawn Sievers, A&S '77
/ think the Collage idea is really
good, because there are an awful lot
of minorities on campus and some
of them never get heard. I think it is
a really good idea to get them all
togetherat once - so you see how the
Black students feel, how the
Hispanic students feel, how the
Asian studentsfeel. We are all one
minority, and we are all together, so
we let each other know what's going
on. It will bring moreunderstanding
to the campus.

Daniel Vargas, A&S '78
/ think that it's a good thingfor
the students to voice theirfeelings
about various activities that are taking place. It gives the BC community a chance to see what the minority
is all about. Hopefully, there will be
some positive changes that will
result from this.

Robert Clark, SOM 77
/ guess the paperis okay, with the
respect that they should voice their
opinion here at school. The fact that
it has been so long, and they have
been trying to get a voice, it is good
that they have gotten it. I guess
what they are trying to say is good
because I know a lot ofpeople on
the board. They are working for a
good cause.
Photos by Army Lesniak
J
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Be Careful Consumer
The Heights supports PIRG, a fact which is of no surprise to those who have read this
page in the past. Neither should anyone be surprised that, with PIRG's coffin nailed more
than half-way shut, we should reiterate that support. Actually, we are among the few surprised on campus. We are surprised because we never imagined refund collecting would
become so fashionable.
The purpose of this editorial is not to berate the student body, to lambastthem for their
actions. Whatever regret one may or may not feel, we leave to theirconsciences. Instead,
we appeal to your reason.
The fact is that the vast majority of those standing in line know little or nothing about
PIRG, and many seem determined to remain ignorant of its work, rather than destroy
their complacence. PIRG's value has been stated before, is presented in the commentary
on this page, and will no doubt be repeated in the future. We can do little more than to ask
students to take the PI RG issue seriously, to think about the consequences of theiractions.
The complaint most often heard is "I don't think they have any right to take my money
without asking for it". First of all, there has been each spring, on the ballot for the UGBC
presidency, a referendum question allowing students to vote PIRG out of existence. It
was very well publicised by PIRG campaigners last spring. One might wonder where all
the righteous indignation now displayed by those in the long McElroy lines was last
March, when PIRG won support. One might also wonder where this financial concern
was hidden when tuition, room, and board prices increased $395. The only possible conclusion seems to be that greed, not an informed and thoughtful decision, is the motivation
spurring most of the check-collectors.
There are those who say that they support PIRG/but do not agree with the method of
fund raising. These people, more than the others, must stop and think carefully. Is it
worth destroying the existence of an organization because of a single agreement? No
government or organization could exist in such an uncompromising state. It would be
more worthwhile to work to change, rather than abolish, for once PIRG is abolished, it
may not be able to return.
Finally, a brief note to those who are not yet convinced. If PIRG is removed from campus next year, you will still be paying the same $24 Student Activities Fee which presently
includes the PI RG fee, butall the money will go to UGBC. You will not beable to get any
of it back. Consider whether UGBC needs an extra $4 to add to their present $20 per student, more than PIRG needs $4. Think carefully. You may not have a second chance.

Let?s Drink to PIRG
by Jim Green
Strolling through McElroy this past week,
my curiosity was aroused by the large crowds
gathered daily in the lobby. Having been
entertained most of last semester by the epic
battle waged within the Undergraduate
Government over Mass. PIRG refunds, I
realized that the long awaited handouts had at
last begun. I say my curiosity was aroused
because I couldn't imagine how a measly $4
could inspire such unity of action within the
student body. Amid the confusion, I found
part of the solution. Perched on a ballot box
was the apparent spititual leader of the
looters, a sly looking littlefellow blurting into
a megaphone, "Step right up ladies and
gentlemen, get your PIRG refund. I'm happy
about two things today fellow students. I have
taken it upon myself to protect the rights of
the non-voting majority by making it easier
than ever to obtain your PIRG refund. My
sole motive has been to restore your faith in
the electoral process and has nothing to do
with personalities or the fact that the Governmant stands to gain $8,000 if PIRG is driven
from the Heights. Secondly, I'm goddamn
glad the Undergraduate Government fee isn't
optional!"
What could possibly drive thestudents to
suck the lifeblood from PIRG in such large
numbers I wondered Could it be something
which PIRG had done? Unlikely. The Bottle
Bill had wide support on campus, tenantlandlord relations are always of interest to
students, and nobody would dispute the fact

COMMENTARY

UGBC, PIRG and Medieval Minds

by Shane McDermott and Tom Davaney
"Look out, for they are everywhere around
you. The medievalminds are with us again."
J. Brennan

Heights'(3/3/75)

When the above comments were made in
1975 in reference to the attitude and actions
of the BC Administration, little did the
author foresee that two years later a disheartening number of students, including even
the UGBC president, could be viewed as guilty of displaying such a medieval mentality.
Yet the events of the past week in which over
2400 BC students (29%)collected a PIRG refund, thereby seriously threatening the future
of BC PIRG and the valuable services it
provides, and the role of the lacobucci administration behind this travesty of justice,
can most certainly be viewed as medieval if
not moronic. Even more appalling, however,
is that the vast majority of these 2400 have
perpetrated such a tragedy with little if any
knowledge of its implications, and have
thereby acquiesced to the personal whims of a
politician whose opposition to PIRG, we contend, appears to be due more to a desire for
personal revenge than sound reason and interest in the generalstudent welfare.
The preamble to the UGBC Constitution
clearly notes the promotion of the internal
welfare and unity of the student community
as the major goal of the government. Since its
highly controversial inception however, the
lacobucci administration has further factionalized the student body, and many of its
actions appear primarily motivated by
political self-interest and expediency.
Nowhere has this been better exemplified
than in its dealings with Mass. PIRG. Despite
the expressed wishes of the overwhelming
majority of students who voted in last spring's
PIRG referendum, lacobucci has continually
attempted to seize funds designated for
PIRG: budgeting $24,000 of PIRG monies
for UGBC committee use in direct violation
of both precedential contractual agreements
from past administrations and the March
referendum; employing delaying tactics to
prevent PIRG funding; and even vetoing
Caucus directives to desist from such
"dilatory methods." While we believe many
of the lacobucci administration's actions
could possibly be characterized by similar
deceptive practices and chicanery, nowhere
else has this apparent irresponsible begavior
had such tragic impact as with Mass. PIRG.
While overtly not wishing PIRG's demise,
one might feasibly infer that the more covert
actions of the lacobucci administration have
focused upon little else.
It is similarly quite possible to presume
that several key figures within UGBC have
watched, if not actively participated in, the

past week's activities with

considerable

pleasure. Cognizant that if only one more
than 50% of the student body is to pick up a
refund Mass. PIRG would lose all of its
privileges at BC, lacobucci staff members
have been witnessed gleefully encouraging
students (in addition to some collecting their
own refunds). One of the authors of this commentary was even informed by the UGBC
President himself, in response to his (lacobucci's) dissatisfaction with the speed with which
PIRG was processing the refunds, that "we're
going to get 'em." Yet in the end, however,
(and despite the lacobucci administration's
apparent designs toward this goal) the ultimate blame for the damage done to BC
PIRG (as well as the statewide organization
as a whole) can not rest on the shoulders of
the lacobucci administration alone. Instead,
just as the responsibility for theelectionof the
current UGBC executive must fall upon the
majority of students who elected him, the
responsibility for the tragedy being
perpetrated on PIRG rests with the 2400 plus
students who have collected their refunds.
We do not wish to contest the right of
those students who, after acquiring detailed
knowledge and making careful consideration
decide not to contribute to PIRG, though personally we strongly disagree with such a decision. Nor does PIRG contest this right, unlike another student-directed organization
that collects funding through the Student Activities Fee without permitting students the
choice of not contributing (need we say
whom?). Regretfully however, the vast majority of those students accepting refunds
make no effort to discover what Mass. PIRG
is, what services it provides, and what impact
their actions will have on PIRG's effectively
meeting BC students' need for those services.
Both student-funded and studentdirected, governed by a Board of Directors
composed of students from seventeen
Massachusetts colleges (including three BC
students), Mass. PIRG is a statewide social
action organization dedicated toward consumer and environmental protection.
Primary projects and services of the BC
chapter have included providing para-legal
advice through Small Claims Court Advisement, investigations producing a published
guide on tenants' rights in the AllstonBrighton-Brookline area, promotion of
Bikeways legislation and the Bottle Bill, investigation of area employment agencies for
sex discrimination (resulting in the Mass.
Commission Against Discrimination action),
an on-campus nutrition project, and
numerous others.
The elimination of PIRG at BC, which is
ominously possible, would result in an immediate curtailment of many such projects
and services. Additionally, as with the 17

other colleges participating, BC PIRG also
funds the statewide organization, including
financing three of its professional positions
(filled by lawyers, environmentalists, social
scientists, etc.). In addition to decimating BC
PIRG therefore, removal of BC student funding would have disastrous impact upon the
complete statewide organization, including
the elimination of those three aforementioned
staff professionals. How many of those
students waiting in line for theirrefunds have
sought to learn, or evenlisten, that the impact
of their decision has such wide-ranging consequence? Tragically, the answer is very few,
and the result of their ignorance might be
devastating.
In addition to this substantial ignorance
of the vast majority of those collecting their
refunds as to the results of their action, the
"medieval mentality" prevalent among BC
students is even more clearly displayed in
their seemingly insensitive lack of interest
overall. It indeed appears ironic that so many
can be in "desperate" need of $4, as they so
claim, and yet muster not even a whimper in
response to a $395 tuition/room/board increase. It can only be viewed as tragic that
these same poor souls might have had $4 less
for beer while basking on the sands of Ft.
Lauderdale during the February break, since
only Daddy has to worry about the 400 more
bucks. Regretfully, though, we are not, and
can not be humored by this irony. We can
only be sickened.
Despite the sickening feeling the past
week's events have left in our stomachs, and
those of, numerous others who likewise
deplore the apparent predominance of the
"medievalmind" among the BC student community, and despite the actions of the
lacobucci administration in support of such
behavior (actions we similarly deplore), there
still exists a semblance of hope. This hope,
that the services of Mass. PIRG at BC may
continue without interruption, rests solely in
the hands of the 5600-plus who have not
collected a refund. It is our hope that these
5600 recognize the valuable contributions
PI RG provides towardthe well-being ofevery
BC student as well as the community at large,
and we unreservedly plead for their support.
While we look toward the future with
concern, we realize that the presence of PI RG
at BC is one of the few bright spots within the
prevailing cloud endemic to the Medieval
Mentality. We emphatically believe that such
a light is far too valuableto be extinguishedas
a result of ignorance and self-interest, and
know that many other concerned members of
the-BC community share our sentiments.
The Heights encourages responsible comall members of the university

mentary from

community.

that BC students have been in need of legal
assistance of late. No, I hadn't found the
answer yet. The little fellow with the horn
couldn't possibly account for the spectacle.
After fighting my way through the
throngs in the lobby of McElroy, I slipped out
the back door and hurried over to thebus stop
behind Carney to seek out The Heights most
erudite source. As you may have guessed,
Florence is not any ordinary informant. She
drives a bus on the Cleveland Circle route
during the day and tends bar nightly at a
Brighton haven for BC preppies and rowdies.
Indeed, Flo's finger is so close to the pulse of
the BC student body that even "Fast Eddie"
has learned a trick or two from her.
Luck was with me. Flo's bus was loading
for its next run to the Circle. I bounded onto
the bus and sat down directlybegind Flo, and
to my astonishment, beside a bleary eyed
character clinging to a green PIRG check.
After regaining my composure and exchanging pleasantries with Flo, I described by confusion to her.
"Oh yeah," she says,"a few adem was in
night 'fore last. Real sad cases! You woodena
believed it if you'd heard it yaself. Da root of
da matter is they're impotent!"
"Impotent?", I ask incredulously.
"Yeah, da whole damn bunch a'um, including da little rascal with da three piece suit
and da briefcase."
At that point the bleary eyed character
beside spoke up, "We're not impotent. It's
just that BC is getting so expensive that we're
trying to get back every cent we can."
I asked the intruder if he had opposed
the tuition increase in view ofhis strong outburst. "That was different. That would have
required a lot of work. I'm at college to
study not to think about tuition hikes and
matters of that sort. I didn'thave to think at
all to get this money. All I had to do was exist!"
"Did you know what PIRG was about
when you took the money?", 1 asked.
(continued on pagefourteen)
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor,
After reading the Heights article on the
Health and Physical Education Program at
BC, we felt it necessary to provide an accurate account of this program, its Director,
and the many channels it offers undergraduatesin the School of Education.
Terry Powell, Director of Health and
Physical Education, has developed an extensive and challenging program for students
around her philosophy that the need for
physical education is a necessary element in
the fields of teaching and it's many
therapeutic related fields, medicine, and a
variety of other areas.
The program consists of demanding
courses such as General Biology I & 11,
Anatomy, Physiology, Kinesiology, Sex
Education and Drug Abuse, just to name a
few. In order to enable the individual student
to become skilled in coordination and motor
movement, a course entitledPersonal Skills is
required. This course is just one course, with a
specific purpose -to help students learn while
participating in the activity, and is one of the
many facets of Ms. Powell's program and
should be looked at with the entire picture
and not simply as the culminationof the entire program.
Students who have spoken with Terry
Powell, as we have, realize the time, devotion
and success she has had with her"program as
well as providing hundreds of students with
flexibility in their choice of career options.
To classify the program in Health and
Physical Education by one course, whose
design is meant to supplement the overall
program, seems to us to be a misjustice and
misrepresentation of a program that works.
Ed: This letter was signed by 14 students.
Dear Editor,
Re: Our undergraduate president's actions
of last Wednesday. As were walkingthrough
McElroy Lower Foyer while he was telling
folks to get their Mass PIRG refund, we
should have told him then:
On behalf of the consumers of Greater
thanks a shitload, Ron.
Boston
Fran Gilpin A&S '78
Tom Tweedy A&S '78
Mary Ann Apicella ? A&S '77
(continued on page thirteen)
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Car Thefts Still Remain A Problem at BC

5

composed of 32 uniformed officers led to the breakup of a car-theft Massachusetts law presently stands, permanent use of his vehicle. This
who work on both the Chestnut Hill ring. Yet this is rarely the case at the offender can only be found guil- can rarely be proven without signs
ty if it can be proven that it was his of permanent alterations on the car.
and the Newton Campus. The BC.
A common misconception about intent to deprive the car owner of continued on page 11
department works on a schedule of
the past three years. On University three six-men shifts running from auto theft, according to Mr. Daley,
property there were 81 auto thefts in 7am to 3pm, 3pm to 11pm, and is that its high point is during the
the academic year 1974-1975, 54 in
11pm to 7am. Recently, a High night and early morning. Daylight
1975-1976, and as of January 31 of Crime Visibility shift was added.
hours, with people moving about,
this year, 20 incidents of car theft Thes shift consists of five officers, are the most advantageous
have occurred. Off campus areas and runs form 7pm to 3am. Given moments for a car thief, for at such
such as South Street and Cleveland these figures it is fairly obvious that times he just blends in with the
Circle show similar data. These the department is sorely lacking in scenery. "With the proper tool,"
areas reported 50 cases of auto theft personnel. "This shortage," Daley Mr. Daley continued, "a thief can
in 1974-1975, between 20 and 25 in revealed, "basically comes down to be in the car in a matter of seconds.
1975-1976, and 10 occurrences as of a lack of money."
Once behind the dashboard, he
In discussing car theft, Daley ex- wouldn't look suspicious in the least
January 31.
Carmen Lauda, '79, had her car plained that there are generally four to any passerby." For this reason
stolen one eveningin late October of principal motives for thecrime. The people frequently don't even realize:
1976. She had parked it at the botprimary aim behind auto thefts at that they are witnessing a theft in'
tom of the stairs leading to Hillside BC is that of the joy ride. This inprogress.
A. The vehicle was securely locked, volves stealing a car in order to
Most individuals guilty of car i
parked in a well lit area, presumably drive about for any length of time.
Yet, as It's ten o'clock...Do you know where your car is?
crime is a felony.
safe. Whan she returned 2Vi hours Cars stolen for this purpose are
later, her car was missing. She imfrequently recovered within a tenmediately filed a report with BC mile area of campus. (Ms. Lauda's
Police. Half an hour later, her car was stolen" for this end.) A se.but in the summer months we
"unhealthy" since it was used to
by Sue Liguori
abandoned car was located in the cond reason for auto theft is to strip
BC owes approximately $36 finance construction.
are usually short."
woods near the Reservoir. A tennis the vehicle of all valuable parts such million in long-term loans, accor"In April, 1974," Campanella
Campanella sees no new signifiracket she had left inside was still in as tape deck, tires, hubcaps, etc.
ding to Frank Campanella, BC Vice said, "21 million dollars of bonds cant debts being added to the BC
were sold to the public and later just deficit, but he added "if we built any
place. Damage included a ripped Sophomore Joan Wilson's car was President. The loans, stated Camout ignition system, a method used stolen from the BC campus for this panella, were used to finance the
under $16 million worth of bonds new building it would be financed
Reservoirs, Hillsides, Rec-Plex, were sold." Since the bonds are tax through debt."
by the thief to start the car. "Unpurpose in January 1976. The vehifortunately," Ms. Lauda said, "my cle was recovered two days later in Townhouses, and the acquisition of exempt, the interest rate is reduced.
car is a '73 Plymouth Duster, a car Mattapan, completely stripped of Newton College.
"This was quite a coup to get these
A surplus of money that BC has
which I understand is easily hot all parts. A third reason is that of
BC pays approximately $3 low interest rates," he added. after each year is used to finance
wired." The cost of repairing the ig- altering the car and selling it in the million in interest each year on these "These low rates show that Wall these loans, according to lacobucci.
nition amounted to $85.
stolen car trade market. The final loans; they will be payed in full in 30 Street and the financial community lacobucci originally tried to have
believe in BC as a financially stable this surplus of money used to subFollowing this incident Ms. motive involves using the car to years, he added.
Lauda had anti-theft devices incommit another crime.
A large long term debt, however, institution." Campanella asserts sidize tuition. Although this cannot
stalled in her car. She purchased
At BC, the culprits of this crime is not uncommon for a university to "that John Smith (Financial Vice be done, lacobucci said, he hopes
smooth, non-flared door locking are usually amateurs out for a jay have, Campanella explained. President) deserves much of the that in the future the surplus money
buttons to make forced entry with a ride. One exception was in 1975"There are basically only two ways credit for the reduced interest will go through the budget committee system before being spent. In
coat hanger difficult. She also had -1976. At this time, certain types of to finance construction, "either thru rates."
an ignition kill system installed.
cars such as Camaros, Cougars and a gift or by borrowing long-term."
BC does have some short-term the past, BC has spent the surplus of
Nonetheless on December 23, 1976, Datsuns were predominantly being According to UGBC President Ron loans, but due to their high interest money without student input.
a burglary attempt was made on her stolen. The ensuing investigation lacobucci, the deficit is not rate, short-term loans are kept to a
This surplus of money, lacobucci
car. This time the incidentoccurred
minimum. "The only time we use
stated
is due to the administration
in broad daylight. The rear window
short-term
loans
is
for
seasonal
MURRAYS BIG LIQUORS DISCOUNT PRICES MURRAYSBIG M LIQUORS
needs," Campanella said. "In underbudgeting. The administration
was smashed to gain entry. Yet the
tools used by the culprits broke off
September we have much money budget includes tuition from 8200
With this ad or your BC I.D.
in the ignition system, thereby
because of the tuition coming in- students, however8400 attend BC.
I 7A
I bo
thwarting actual theft. Damages «=cl
totalled well over $100 00. "It's awful," said Lauda. "A person
shouldn't have to fear everytime
?.
they leave their car that it will be
TllDnop
missing when they return."
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For the past two years, BC
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Campus Police, car thefts at BC
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BC Profiles

Vera Lee: On ?Le Beau Sexe?
by Nicholas Morris

Ter y

McGlaughin

VeraLee

Vera Lee, professor of French,
brings a theatrical flair to her
students of French literature, especially in her class, Play Production in French. Students in thisclass
will present a Moliere and an
Anouilh play in French to high
school audiences.
Dr. Lee shines in the field of
drama, most likely because that is
where she got her start; producing
French plays and writing musical
comedies as an undergraduate at
Vale. She was a professional actress

attention if you want an event to run

well."

Gita Mohammed, CoChairperson of the Cultural Committee, agreed that a certain amount
of bureaucracy is necessary but said
that "because it is an office for
students, they could reduce it considerably." McDermott also
thought the procedural orientation a
bit excessive and suspected that it
"has alienated a vast majority of the
student body."
Contrary to those opinions,
Dan Lorenzetti, who has been involved with Mass. PIRG in the past
and is presently serving as a
representative to the Student Activities Advisory Board, believes
that the OSA is keeping the
bureaucracy at a minimum. "A certain amount of bureaucracy is evident at every level," he said, "but
Student Activities is making a conscious effort to eliminate it." Based
on her experiences, Demming has
found that the staff has always been
flexible, "even within a strict university structure."
Cultural Committee Chairpersons Gita Mohammed and Cathy
Powers and former Social Committee Chairman Al Pollock, all of
whom must work closelywith OSA
in order to carry out their activities,
expressed some dissatisfaction with
their initial encounters with the
OSA staff. "We felt that we were
blamed for the failure of last year's
committees," claimed Mohammed.
"Before we could establish a
relationship with them, we had to
prove ourselves and this shouldn't
have been necessary." Pollock
agreed, pointing out that "it is difficult to win their confidence
because obstacles are put in the
way. Once you get it, things work
out. We ran into attitude problems.
That's the most frustrating thing.
We're justtrying to get things done
for the students."
Cultural Committee member
Ann Gauthier surmised that many
of the difficulties stemmed from
fear on the part of the OSA staff
members. "They are ultimately
responsible to the administration
for anything that goes wrong," said
Gauthier. "Their fear of being misjudged, especially in the eyes of the
administration, prevents them from
performing as a truly student
oriented office."
The Social and Cultural Committee representatives highly
praised the 1976-77 edition of the
University Student Guide, citing it
as a valuableaid in providing information to their student contacts.
Pollock, however, had some reservations about the university concert
policy, which he feels is inadequate.
Furthermore he believes that
"Carole makes it difficult to use an
agent other than Lordly & Dame.
Unfortunately, they know our
budget and they don't offer us good
deals. We could save some of the
student's money by dealing with
other agents or with no agent at
all."
Despite difficulties in the past,
the committee members agreed that

.

Dr. Lee became enamored with
the "academic rat race" at Vale,
and after her marriage, teaching
seemed a more serious profession.
However, she has not lost her interest in the theatre and theatrepeople, as a 1972 interview with Eugene
lonesco in "Drama and Theatre"
proves. After meeting this enigmatic
a better relationship has been es- man in a French pharmacy, she
tablished and that the intentions of reports: "You wouldn't want to live
the OSA staff have been, for the with him. He's a tormented soul and
most part, very good. "Once you constantly afraid of dying, but still a
learn how to deal with them, it's nice man." Many of her
speaking
okay," said Gauthier, "...but what publications,
they don't want we don't get." engagements, radio and TV
Mohammed expressed some regret programs have dealt with the
that the office had so much power modern French theatre.
over the students. "If Carole holds
But it is with her analysis of the
up on signing a check, for example,
18thcentury Frenchwoman that
we can't get anything done in this
Vera Lee has acted against the dicoffice."
Other problems which the tates of society's present trends.She
various student leaders raised were wrote The Reign of Women in 18thpreferential treatment for some century France during "the height
organizations (UGBC was cited as of the woman's movement (1975),
an example), attempts by theOSAto realizing that I was doing something
transcend their realm of jurisdiction unfashionable." This book captures
and lack of continuity in office the nature of the stylish salon
procedures. Two students felt that woman of the 18th century. Dr. Lee
some of the staff members were writes at the end of her book: 'The
hesitant in admitting their own mis- fascination of 18th century
takes and wished that they weren't Frenchwomen is that so many
"so professional in dealing with among them were able to expand
their horizons. .understanding all
students."
According to some students the the while that an intelligent and
development of an Advisory Board fulfilled woman can remain a
is a positive addition to the Student feminine person of beauty and
Activities Office. Lorenzetti lauded grace."
its implementation, pointing out
The problem today, according to
that "it is one of the few branches of
the administration that does have an Lee, is that "there is a certain style
lacking. People think of style as
advisory board. This is a good conaffectation,
and as a result, they've
cept. It allows the students to air
their opinions on what they think is gone to the opposite extreme, taking
right or wrong. We can influence away someof the beauty and dignity
policy decisions on certain issues." of women." In the 18th century, a
Demming also praised the OSA's talented and beautiful woman like
interest in the students. "They could Mme. Tencin or Mme. dc Luxembe merely dictators," she said, "but bourg could influence aspiring
time and time again they've gone writers and politicians through the
beyond the call of duty. They're "politics of the boudoir", which,
really a part of what's happening, so says Lee, means "in bed." "The
aristocratic women who were rich
interested and so sincerely comwere doing too well to protest.
mitted to O'Connell as a student unThose who were not doing well were
ion."
worried about where the bread was
When asked for suggestions on
coming from. The educated women
ways to improve the Office of Stuwere wealthy and thought, "Why
dent Activities, several students ex. r: C
pressed the need for an improved bother?"
communications system, citing a
comprehensive newsletter as a
means of alleviating the problems
that arise in that area. A council
composed of representatives from
the various organizations was also
proposed.
lacobucci suggested that part
of the problem rested in the physical
layout of McElroy foyer and
recommended redesigning it to
facilitate improved communications. He also sensed that
OSA was constrained in terms of
operating from 9 to 5 and that some
sort of hotline should be implemented to provide late night services. At least six other students felt
that the office should spend less
time on paper work and administrative procedures and more
time on establishing personal contacts with the students. Almost all
were in agreement that the students
must take the initiative to
familiarize themselves with the
variety of services provided for by
the OSA and with the office's
procedures. If student awareness
and input were maximized,
reasoned one student, the Office of
Student Activities could expand
their role
accordingly.

Students Speak Out
continuedfrom page 1
Cheerleading Captain Dan Currie
have been considerably less pleasant. After a reimbursement for
equipment purchased for the squad
was delayed for several months by
the OSA (they were to be reimbursed from their own fund), Currie
claimed that he was "disgustedwith
them." According to Currie, the Office of Student Activities operates
under a slow and cumbersome
system. "You'd never get anywhere
in the business world by acting the
way they do," he said. "Theyought
to find someone who has the intelligence to work out a system that
is economical and efficient."
Junior Joan Birsic, who has
been involved in reviving the Outing
Club since September, has a very
positive attitude towards the OSA.
Claiming that the staff members
have been very receptive to her
ideas, she suggested that it is fairly
easy to accomplish things "if you
follow the rules and regulations.
Carole has been a big help to me. I
have had a lot of frustrations in
reforming the Outing Club but she
always encouragesme."
While revealing that she has
sometimes had some trouble talking
with the secretaries, who "tend to
get a bit difficult at times," Birsic
said that "so far, I've had only
positive reinforcement, a lot of good
feelings from the office."
Former Gold Key President
Shane McDermott believes that
part of the OSA's problems
originate from the fact that the university as a whole has, in recent
years, put less emphasis on extracurricular student activities. "The
OSA," McDermott asserts,
"provides some services that are
definitely needed...if they are
serious about making student activities an integral part of one's
education, however, they've got to
do a lot more than have a Student
Activities Day."
"Generally," he continued,
"Carole, Toby and Doug are pretty
amicable people who do their jobs. I
have questions, however, as to
whether those jobs are serving a
valuable need. They handle the
minor things well - the Student
Guide, the ticket booth, etc. - but if
that's all their office is doing it's not
worth it." Suggesting that those services could easily be handled by
another organization, McDermott
said that "the office is not as efficient as it could be."
With regard to some of the
obstacles which hinder the efectiveness of the OSA, some students
complained that the office had a
tendency to become overly
bureaucratic. According to UGBC
President Ronald lacobucci, several
students have voiced this discontent
to him. "I can understand why people get upset or frustrated," he said,
"but it is necessary, to an extent, in
terms of keeping things organized
and coordinated." Indicating that
the bureaucracy in the Student Activities Office can sometimes be a
little excessive, lacobucci said that
"oftentimes, you need that kind of

for years, and remembers a decisive
moment in 1965 while working with
Dustin Hoffman in the Theatre
Company of Boston: "To me it was
devastating. I wasn't cut out for the
part. We all got good reviews, but it
was a nerve-shattering experience,
and I didn't think I could be a
serious actress after that."

on OSA

.

In her book, Lee records the
situations ofall classes of women in
the Age of Enlightenment, and concludes that the time was not ripe for
a women's movement. "During oppressed times, people were not saying 'we want, we want.' It's when
things loosen up that the liberal
movements begin."

.

The eighteenth-century woman

embodied a special style, says Lee.

"Style was everything. .society
would accept perfidy, infidelty, outrageous lying and cheating, so long
as it was done in good form; that is,
cloaked in noble and gracious
manners." The main difference
between the rich and middle-class
woman was their position after
marriage. The wealthy woman
gained power and prestige by
holding intimate salon gatherings
and taking on rich or talented
lovers. She was more independentin
marriage than her bourgeoise
counterpart, who was expected to
stay loyal to her husband. The
woman's position in this era was
"intimately connected with
economics and politics," says Lee.
In the twentieth century, a woman's
position is different, but Professor
Lee still claims; "I am a nonfeminist. .1 am not a scorekeeper.
I can't see demanding exactly as
much of this or that that men have.
Eradicating injustice is one thing,
but always insisting on even-Steven
is a losing game. I haven't felt oppressed as a woman. I've received
good things in my life through
femininity that militant women's
libbers would say is cheating. .The
women's movement is really
Calvinistic. Sometimes it can be an
advantage to be further behind that
the others. One just has to work

.

.

harder."
Dr. Lee feels strongly about
another issue - the elimination of the

modern language requirement in
universities. "It has been a selfdestructive and suicidal tendency,"
Lee feels. "When the colleges don't
require it, the high schools feel they
don't have to teach it. It was a
problem of short-sightedness by the
university." Professor Lee takes her
job very seriously, and remembers
with regret the difficult days of the
sixties, when "a teacher felt that he
could not even smile to a student as
he crossed campus." Shealso enjoys
boating, and the Survey of
Literature course, the bane of a
language teachers, is actually one of
her favorite courses.
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TURN YOUR RADIO ON!

by Kevin J. Nolan
When all of your professors have headed
back to their office to hear one last round of
students beg for extentions, when the lower
campus parking lot turns into an insane
parody of a demolition derby, when the setting sun is glinting warmly off the discarded
beer cans on the CLX lawn, that's the time
when you are faced with the eternal
question: what the hell are you gonna do
tonight?
Going out on the town is always an attractive prospect, but with cover charges and liquor prices being what they are these days,
that is usually limitedto the children of
Boston bank presidents, New York doctors
and Philadelphia lawyers. Television?
Forget it. This was the year that the TV industry finnally achieved perfection: not one
new show worth watching. And the old
shows aren't what they used to be either;
even Mike Stivek has cut his hair and joined
th straights. In the 50's, TV was described
as a vast wasteland. It's gone downhill since

progressive radio is supposed to be. Perry
and Hadges are never inclined to stick
fanatically to the heavies. If it's good,
they'll play it, regardless of whether or not
it's on Billboard's Top 200.
Unfortunately, Perry and Hadges have
become the exceptions rather than the rule.
Faced with the increasingly bland tastes of
their listeners, and pressured by WCOZ's
popularity, WBCN has been forced to slip
more and more into the mainstream in recent years. There's been more and more
top-40 on WBCN these days, not to mention

WBCN is still far better than
WCOZ.
WTTK (101.7), a relative newcomer, is
grabbing a respectable share of Boston's
listening audience with some pretty good
progressive country and fold. If you prefer
the classics, there's WCRB (102.5), WBUR
(90.9) and WGBH (89.7). WCRB is the
only one of the three that is strictly classical,
but it has more of a tendency to shy away
from the experimental classics. And if jazz
is yourpleasure,WGßH and WBUR both
have jazz programming, but they tend

rarely is),

then.

It may seem that the onlyremaining alternative is studying, but don't give up hope
yet. There's still one possibility: radio.
Yes, radio. You know, that thing on your
stereo with all the numbers on it. Well,
radio, like everythingelsein Boston, is pretty
much geared toward the college crowd,
which is renowned for its diversity of tastes.
So just about anything you might want can
be found on the Boston FM dial.
Ignoring WVBF, WBZ and the rest of the
top-40 stations (and ignoring them is about
the best thing you can do), the most popular
of the area stations are WBCN and WCOZ.
The two have always been fierce competitors, but the choice between them is pretty clear.
WCOZ (94.5) has always been less inclined to take chances. It is rare indeed that
you'll hear anything but the most popular
rockers on WCOZ. Now I've got nothing
against folks like the Beatles, Springsteen,
the Eagles, Paul Simon or Elton John (well,
maybe Elton John), but a lack of notoriety
has never been synonymous with a lack of
quality. There are plenty of lesser-knowns
who, despite the fact that they make excellent music, you will never hear on "rock
94 and-a half." And their DJ's, with the
possible (mind, I said possible) exception of
Lisa Carlin, are as inane and boring as their
voices are phoney and affected. For anyone
but lovers of mediocrity, WCOZ is pretty
much a waste of time.
WBCN (104.1) is a little better, nut not
much. There are two excellent DJ's on
WBCN-Jim Perry (mornings) and Tommy
Hadges (early evenings). Not only are these
two gentlemen clever and interesting in their
monologues, but they are two of a handful of
DJ's left in this country whoremember what

awlor
I

Ed
a disquieting amount of disco. Add to that
their maddening tendency to hop on one
track of an album and play it to death (I
don't want to shock anyone, but the new
Genesis album is not a forty-five with "One
For the Vine" on it), and WBCN doesn't
sound quite as good as it used to. But except
when it's at its absoluteworst (admittedly,it

toward the avant-garde fringe and toward
disco schleppers like Freddie Hubbard and
Bobbie Humphrey. If you're like me and
prefer Charlie Parker to Anthony Braxton,
you'll find some solace in WBUR's morning
show, but not much else on the professional
stations.
And then there are the collegestations All

too often ignored, these stations are a bit

better than you might think, and provide an
excellent alternative to the professional
stations. A few of them deserve particular
note, beginning with Boston College's own
WZBC. WZBC (90.3) is the younest of the
college stations, having been around for less
than three years, but in that time, they've
built up an output of a thousand watts.,
They've also built up some fine programming. WZBC is oriented toward
progressive rock, but does feature a good
amount of jazz and folk. Their DJ's make
an effort to be more than just talking heads,
and sometime they're pretty ciever. Being
one of the few college stations that is entirely
student-operated, WZBC lacks the personnel to operate for more than twelvehous
a day (2pm-2am). But it is generally twelve
hours of programming that is well worth
listening to.
Harvard's WHRB (95.3) offers classical
music in the afternoon, jazz in the evening
and rock at night, with some fine country
and folk on Saturdays. They frequently go
on binges of one particular genre that range
from last year's "Bluegrass Orgy" to the recent "John Coltrane Orgy" to a "New
Jersey Orgy" that featured the likes of
Springsteen, Phoebe Snow and Wayne
Shorte/r When these specials are featuring
something that appeals to you, it's as good
an excuse as any to cut classes and stay
home with the radio.
Out in the 'burbs is Tufts'WMFO(9l.s).
Like WZBC, this station has no set times for
broadcasting any particular type of music,
except for two hours of solid jazzweekdays
starting at noon, and some fine folk on Sundays. Their emphasis is increasingly on jazz
programming, and they have some of the
finest in town. They also feature a Monday
night live broadcast from Jonathan Swift's
that's always worth listening to. WMFO is
a small station (10 watts), but good things
certainly come in this small package.
Finally, there's Emerson's WERS (88.9).
Though their morning programming runs
toward COZ-ish commercial rock, theydo
feature some fine jazz in the afternoon, with
evenings split between classical and
progressive rock, and some first-rate soul
and black jazz from 11pm to lam. WERS
also has a few above-averagecommunity affairs programs, including "Listen Hear," a
dailynewsmagazine-typeshow for the blind.
Top-40 music is usually abhorrent-to
anyone who's gotten past junior high school
but sometimes it seems that's all there is on
the radio. Hopefully, this article has disproved that. There's a lot of good music to
be found on the Boston FM dial. All you
have to do is look for it.
Mr. Nolan is a practicing disc jockey (FM
of course) who, unexplainably, is a frequent
:ontributor to these pages.
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?SYLVIA PLATH?

Portrait of A Traumatic Smile

Linda Haller
As I entered the Little Theatre of the
Boston Center for the Arts, an array of
I was
emotions flurried in my mind.
frustrated by the MBTA, numbed by the
cold, excited by "opening night", and
frightened by what I suspected would be a
disturbing and depressing story.
I first met Sylvia Plath several years ago,
by

when I read her novel, The Bell Jar, in my
"Death and Christian Hope" course in high
school. Images of electric shock treatments
have haunted me ever since. Although the
book troubled me, Esther Greenwook's
psyche was somehow intriguing. Interested

(L to R) Karen Ross,

suspicions.

"Sylvia Plath", is a dramatic portrait of
the young poet, writer, and artist, who was
born in Boston and would die 30 years later
in London. The three-womanshow follows
her life through a coalescense of descriptive
narrations and literary selections which, in
themselves, are highly autobiographical.
Centering on the perennial birth-death
episodes that plagued her life, as a child in
Winthrop, student at Smith, and writer in
England, the play reveals Ms. Plath's most
traumatizing fears and paralyzing disappointments. But besides applauding her
"courage to turn disaster into art", it also

Naomi Kasnitz and Jean Templin

in finding out exactly who this women was, I
sat in front of the small, sparse, and midnight black stage, prepared for a mental
journey, and eager to satisfy my worst

celebrates her external designs and internal
deaths.
In image and form, Sylvia Plath breathed
life into her feelings through her works.

by Susan M. Blakeney

of the arts would be com-

plete without acknowledging the commendable efforts and accomplishments of our
gifted, local talent.)
Sunday mornings are not exactly key
points on the social calendar, unless of
course one happens to be a priest. In fact,
the a.m. on Sunday usually finds most of us
wallowing in spasms of self-pity, wondering
how we got home last night. What better
way to start the day than tuning in to some
local talent (?) on Community Auditions,
broadcast on channel Fouri (WBZ-TV) at
the rousing hour of eleven?
One is not in the mood then for anything
heavy, or stimulating, or even slightly
provocative, and this display of local color is
made to order. I suspect it was produced
with this in mind (now in it's 27th year!), for
what appears to be a local talent servesas an
MC - the suave and debonaire imitation,
Dave Maynard. He is teamed with a 'Ruth
Clenott in charge of direction (she holds up
"Applause" signs).
One gets to see some exceptionally
courageous amateurs, willing to submit
themselves to public scorn in hopes of a
future fame and fortune. Tap dancing is a
regular, feature on this not-exactly-primetime production. I guess there is no real
market for tap, so parents push reluctant
and(and often neurotic) children onto the

show in hope of"a big bread" in show biz.

(Yowzer, yowzer! garbed in spangles and
feathers, they can sing, too!). Contestants

also include older people, family groups,
ventriloquists, musicians, acrobats and
magicians. .even an occasional spoon
player,also probably looking, for the fame
and fortune dream come true: "STAR OF
THE DAY - WHO WILL IT BE? YOUR
VOTE MAY HOLD THE KEY! IT'S UP
TO YOU!"
I don't know exactly what the 'star of the
day" wins, but I suspect that the invaluable
experience of exposure is it's own ample
reward: I know that Dave Maynard mumbling to the music of the band while Ms.
Clenott scolds the Toe Tappers from Taunton into camera position made me want to
stay away from all that fame and glitter.
Nonetheless watching the show is
worthwhile, if you are a fan of the performing arts like myself, or even if you're not.
(I suppose uou could pretend to be
aesthetic, since the auditioners pretend to
be talented.) Former Bruin and Bostonian
Bobby Orr wrote in to say that he watched
the show whenever possible, so in case my
own inviting critique does not suffice,
perhaps Mr. Orr's influence might lure you
to tune in. It's just what the doctor ordered
for those Sunday morning blues.
Ms. Blakeney is also an avid "Three
Stooges"fan.
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with its brutal horror.
I cannot praise any one of the three actresses more than another, for they are
equally successful Representing individual
forces in Ms. Plath's Life, they explore her
character in its entirety. The strength of
their performance is in the way they combine personalities. Together, they create the
portrait of a vigorous, always thinking,
forever dying, and very much alive,woman.
Like Sylvia Plath, they are alert and attentive. They are as concerned about each
other as they are about themselves. Natural
and real, they scream when angry and cry
when hurt. But smiles frequently form on
their lips, warming the stage, supporting the
stars, and reassuring the audience.
At times it was difficult to assess justwhat
kind of reassurance their warmth produced.
I saw Sylvia Plath as artist and creator. I
felt her anguish and loneliness. I understood
that she was alienated in her own glass bell
jar. And, in the final scene of the play, when
Naomi Kasnitz quietly stated that 14 years
ago, on February 11, 1963, Sylvia Plath
died, by choice, through suicide, I could not
cry. I had caught a refreshing glimpse of a
powerful, provocative, and precious person.
She'll always be somewhat of a mystery to
me, but this Sylvia Plath is stronger, happier
and much more alive than the woman that I
met in The Bell Jar.
Written by The Royal Shakespeare Company, Produced ByDaedulusll Productions,
and directed by John Adams, "Sylvia
Plath" opened last week for a limited run at
the Boston Center for the Arts. It is the only
U.S. engagement since the play's sell-out
run in 1974 in N.Y., and is being produced
with the Company's exclusive permission.

MANY
PROPOSITIONS

AMATEUR HOUR
(No discussion

Poetry provided "a now way of being happy." Although her writing career began officially at the age of eight and one half, with
the publication of a short poem in a Boston
newspaper, Ms. Plath only published one
collection of poetry, The Colossus, and one
novel, The Bell Jar, during her lifetime. Her
talent was not widely acclaimed until subsequent publications after her death.
On stage, Karen Ross, Naomi Kasnitz,
and Daborah Jean Templin all become
facets of Sylvia Plath's life, both
simultaneously and individually. They portray her parents, peers, andpoems, as well as
Plath herself. This tri-partite representation
typifies the complexity of her character. As
she writes in The Bell Jar, "I saw myselfsitting in the crotch of this fig tree, I couldn't
make up my mind which of the figs I should
choose, I wanted each and everyone of them.
Each of the three women are her, in
different guises and contrasting styles.
While they play several separate roles, each
seems to assume favorite characters. Naomi
Kasnitz, who has appeared in the Daedulus'
touring production of "Sylvia Plath",
donned a "madonna" image as nurse and
mother. True to this image, she was not just
affectionate and gentle, but also strong and
influential. Through her, Sylvia's own distaste for the "totalitarian" state of marriage
surfaces. We see the internal struggles it
stimulates and the suffocation that results.
Karen Ross and Deborah Jean Templin
explore Sylvia's most obscure self. Most of
their monologues deal with dark complications and intangible doubts that hide
within her. In her best scene, Ms. Ross
relives Esther Greenwood's shock treatment
experience, one which terrifies the audience

s

by Brian Murphy and Nancy Stark

Champagne flowed and the atmosphere
was festive last Tuesday evening as the
Proposition, the world's third-longest running show (first and second are "The Fantastiks" in New York and"The Mousetrap"
in London), celebrated its tenth year as an
improvisational theater company, "designed
to produce original scripted and improvisational musicals."
About 75 people, mostly members of the
press and former company players, enjoyed
a performance (the troupe's 8,784th onstage hour, its 4,663rd performance featuring favorite improvisational sketches by four
current members of the company Deborah
Reagan, Olga Holub, Dana Evans and John
Brownlee and two alumni.
Last week the company's college touring
group gave a performance of "Soap" at
BC's Campion Auditorium, which, according to actress Reagan, was luxurious in
comparison to the Proposition's present
facilities: a two-car garage(the lobby)and a
factory basement (the auditorium and
stage).

According to actress Holub, performances require no actual preparation in the
sense of rehearsals, since lines are made up
on the spot. Instead, players study improvisational techniques such as speaking
nonsensical languages (in one scene the
language changed from French to Britishaccented English to Japanese to Italian to
Swedish) and learning the different styles of
playwrights, from Henry Miller to
Shakespeare; musical styles, from Jagger to
Dvorzak; and operatic technique, not to
mention slapstick.
Allen Albert, artistic directorand founder
of the Proposition, recalled the theater's early days as a Harvard skit show. He
succeeded in transformingthe building form
a bakery into a full-time professional theater
featuring improvisational revue, and today
chooses, researches and writes shows. He is,
according to actress Holub, "a completeley
meticulous man who demands perfection.
He's the kind of directorwho gives attention
to the finest details, so that the end result is
always a high-quality product."

The Proposition Theater currently has

permanent companies in New York,

Philadelphia, Ann Arbor and Stockbridge,
and has toured as far as Wisconsin, Texas
and British Columbia. At the Cambridgebased theater, educational programs as well
as summer and apprenticeshipprograms are
offered.
"The Proposition is very active," says
Albert. "Although it is a tiny theater, it
works way beyond its walls." He sets no
long-range goals for the theater: "It is a
day-to-day survival business, involving a lot
of accident and a lot of chance." In the past,
a fire, an actors' strike and financial
problems have obstructed productions.
Future plans include a six-week engagement at Boston's Charles Cabaret, beginning February 16, with the possibility of setting up a Boston company' and engagements
in the Berkshires for the next three
summers. The troupe also looks forward to
doing more scripted shows, to earn a reputation for repertory as well as improvisation.

Allen Albert
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YOUNG AT HEART
by David Wholley
SMALL CHANGE (Argent dc Poche).
Directed by Francois Truffaut. At the Exeter St. Theatre (Newbury St. near Copley
Square) through February 15.
This movie has been around for several
weeks, but I write here not from the usual
motives of a movie critic, but out of a nagging sense of injustice. Ever since its Boston
debut, "Small Change" has been cast under
the critical shadow of its predecessor at the
Exeter (and last year's most successful
French import): Jean-Charles Tacchella's
"Cousin, Cousine". It is true that each film
deals with a completely different subject, but
what is important here is the fact that both
films are distinctively French comedies, and
as such are aimed at basically the same
audience. "Cousin, Cousine" has been far
more financially and critically successful,
but on viewing the two back-to-back at the
Exeter some time ago, this reviewer had to
wonder why.
"SmallChange" is an affectionatelook at
children, a celebration of the unique insularity of their world, and a tribute to their
resilience. Set in the small French village of
Thiers, the film's comfortably provincial atmosphere is accentuated by Truffaut's use of
the townspeople themselves to play the
adults. This avoidance of prominent stars
helps place the focus squarely on the real
stars the children. In addition, Truffaut
tor the most part relegates the adults'role to
the background of the film and to providing
a comic counterpoint to the children's antics. Whan the children are regarded by
their elders at all, it is with a bemused,
philosophical air of surprise, a sudden sense

-

of insight. The children's world exists sideby-side with that of the adults, but on a
pointedly separate-but-equal basis.
The resulting portrait is warm and wise, if
at times overly sweet, and very, very funny.
Focusing on six or seven of the children, the
director explores in episodic fashion all the
familiar joys and trials of childhood as his
characters defeat the boredom of the
classroom, ape their parents to absurd
effect, or attempt to steer the confusing
cross-currents of awakening sexuality. And
we still share in this world, if only vicariously, for we can all remember sneaking into
dark movie theatres, the innocent crushes on
a friend's mother or father, the relief of being "saved by the bell" when cought unprepared in class.
Truffaut's kids may be tough and streetwise, but their world is not an inviolable one.
Through his portrayal of the anti-social
Jean LeClou, a victim of a broken home and
a child-beating mother, Truffaut
acknowledges the vulnerability that accompanies the innocence of childhood. Unfortunately, he overstates his case here. A
long, rather pretentious sermon on
children's rights by an elementary school
teacher mars the film's continuity and disrupts the tightness of its focus on the
children themselves.
Most critics have cited this scene as the
major symptom of a kind of excessive
cuteness and artificialitythat infects the entire film, but it is really the only misstep in
an otherwise fine work. Indeed, although it
may be because the juvenile argot used in
"Small Change" translates better from the
French, I could not help but note this same

9

SCREENINGS

sort of

strained coyness throughtout

"Cousin, Cousine".
The latter film is
basically a farce (on adultery) and relies
heavily on sight gags (as when the family
patriarch bares his ass to the guests at his

daughter'swedding reception) and contrived
exaggerations (the unfaithful husband of the
film's heroine must have at least 15 mistresses). Also, the characters in "Cousin,
Cousine"are as one-sided as the dialogue is
stale the hero and heroine are invariably
arrogant, spoiled, and pretentious.
Tacchella's film is not without its merits, but
Truffaut's treatment of his subject is far
more complex, and, if audience reaction is
any indication, far more humorous. His real
point in "Small Change" is contained in one
scene: after Gregory, a precocious threeyear-old, tumbles nine stories form the
balcony of his apartment only to land unscathed, on adult bystander muses: "Kids
are magic. No matter what happens to
them, they somehow always bounce back."
"Small Change" is magic too.

-
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TV For,About,And by the People

BOSTON VIDEO VILLAGE
by JamesF. Cassidy
There's a large blown-up poster on the
lobby wall of WGBH-TV on Soldiers Field
Road in Brighton. It's an enlargement of a
fawningly adulatory article about Channel
Two published in the New York Times in
which the author waxes honorific on the
local public TV station's willingness to listen
to, and possibly broadcast, almost any idea,
no matter how strange, by almost anybody.
The WGBH management, contrary to its
stodgy Puritan facade, comes across in the
piece as a group of wacky eccentrics who
seem to live by the credo "You Don't Have
To Be Cr*zy To Work Here But It Helps!"
Be that as it may, one cannot ignore the
number of nationally-televised programs
that are either produced or imported by
WGBH.One need only watch public television on any given night and count all the
shows preceded by the station's logo to confirm this. For the size of its market and
budget, WGBH is probably the most prolific
and productive public TV station in the
country. This makes Boston, next to Los
Angeles and New York (with its game
shows, soaps and Saturday Night), the third
most important city in, as Chuck Barris
would say, "Tee Wee Land." Couple this
with WGBH's open-to-the-public attitude,
and you can see how quickly one can rise
from a Back Bay nobody to a national
celebrity.

-

People like Julia Child, Thalassa
Crusoe and Joyce Chen are living examples
of people who came to WGBH with a dream
and made it. It's not always so easy, though.
However much the station may like an idea,
the final determinant of whether or not it
ever reaches the air is funding.
A case in point is that of Mother's Little Network, a comedy show in the Monty
Python vein created by Tony Kahn, a
WGBH staff writer and .producer, Arnie'
Reisman, WGBH staffer, screenwriter, budding producer and BC journalism
pedagogue, and Ernie Foss, a former
animator for Sesame Street. As Reisman
related it, the idea for the show germinated
in 1974 at WGBH, when the station
management approached him and Kahn to
work on a show similar in concept to Consumer Survival Kit, with humorous sketches
interspersed in it. As disucssions went on,
the show became less and less of a consumerism show and more and more of a
comedy. So the management said, "Okay,
junk the consumer stuff. Do a comedy
show."
Spurred on by the success of Monty
Python's Flying Circus, public TV's first
comedy, WGBH gave Kahn and Reisman
the use of the facilities at their Watertown
"Video Workshop" to create a pilot. They
even went so far as to fly Ernie Foss, a San

ROLL YOUR OWN!
by Lee

Schiel

The single most useful group for film
makers to know is the Boston Film and
Video Foundation (Susan Woll at 876-5022
or Jon Rubin at the MIT Advanced Center
for Visual Studies). They now screen locally
produced films, hold parties, and have
business meetings.! They promise a better
screening space, equipment for rent or loan,
discounts on supplies, help with finding
grants, and comradeship. Next are the universities where besides taking filmmaking
classes it's sometimes possible to use equipment and meet people. Boston University,
MIT, and Harvard each have active
programs (Richard Leacock at MIT and
Alfred Guzzetti at Harvard).
Boston College has a small program in

.

conjunction with the Fine arts Department
(Dr. M. Martin or Lee Schiel, both at extension 4295). Finally for jobs try television
stations (WGBH is best), producers (see the
Yellow Pages), and related industries (a

sound studio for example is Cody Co. in
Somerville, or a film lab is CineService in
Watertown).
A last appr6ach is making a film independently written, financed, filmed independently - then find someone to show it
(try Off the Wall coffee house in Cambridge
or Center Screen Society in Cambridge).
News travels fast, when it's made to.
"Skip" Schiel can befound in thesubterranean level of Barry Science Pavillion at
Newton directing BC's film making courses.

-

Franciscan working on the same kind of
show, out to Boston to work with them.
When Foss joined them here, they were
informed by WGBH that they had only four
days to come up with a show! Frantically,
they worked night and day, aided by their
producer, Fred Barzyk, and Dick Bartlett,
the director. They finished the show
(recorded on cheap black and white halfinch videotape) in time for the screening.
WGBH liked what they saw, but the spectre
of finances reared its ugly head, so even
though the station approved it in August of
1974, the actual first show never got shot until almost two years later to the day.
What had happened was that WGBH
spent the greater part of 1975 trying to raise
money for the show. They managed to get a
small grant from the National Endowment,
but it wasn't until they received extra funds
from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting that Reisman, Kahn and Foss were
able to actually film (on colorfilm this time)
Mother'sLittle Network.
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Having submitted the reshot pilot film

to PBS again, the show is being picked up
nationwide by whatever station wants to run

it. (Locally, Mother's Little Network is being aired on Tuesday, Feb. 8, at 9 pm on
Channel Two.) If it goes over well, it could
become a series.
The entire process from start to finish
has taken almost three years. Although this
may seem like a longtime, think ofhow long
it would take to do the same thing for commercial TV. The networks are, as Reisman
says, a "closed shop." He relates the story of
one fellow who broke into TV by approaching WGBH with an idea for a show,
complete with enough funds to produce it,
and they said, "Sure, go ahead." The show
was broadcast, and thanks to its success,
that fellow is now an independent producer
in New York.
So what it boils down to is this: if
you've got a good concept, a few credentials, and enough bucks, you can get a show
on public TV. And out of all of trie
thousands of public TV stations in the country, WGBH is one of the best...say, maybe
that New York Times guy wasn't so full of it
after a11...
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J.L. WRIGHT/SAVING THE UNION FOR COUNTRY
by Fran Gilpin
Labels slapped on popular music
movements are often very vague and arbitrary. If one must be affixed, the term
usually is employed with some reservation
by most parties concerned. Such is the case
nowadays with the "progressivecountry" or
"outlaw" wing of country and western
music. In attempting ot avoid the
traditionally hokum trappings of the idiom,
acts like Waylon Jennings, Asleep At the
Wheel and Willie Nelson are helping to
forge a new identity on a national scale.
If the relatively small pinion begins
seriously to gear up to generate'something
significant, as is expected, it seems Boston
will be supplying some top-flightperformers
for nationwide appreceation. One of the
people who has had a decisive influence on
whether "progressive country" would survive or sputter out in Beantown is a New
England native, John Lincoln Wright, who
fronts his own local six-piece group, the
Sour Mash Boys. 1 recently had an amiable
chat with the.veteran of the Hub music scene
over a few jars at a popular Cavbridge tap.
The nearly thirty-year old former
BC undergraduate has certainly seen the
rough and ragged side of the music business.
But his odyssey through rock and then C &
W all started here among the pampered
lawns of Chestnut Hill in the fall of 1965.
"I lived in beautiful Greenleaf Hall, actually," recalls John, using an odd dialect
that is part-down home Maine (where he
spent most of his childhood years) and partNashville (from where he deriveshis present
singing style),"which, 1 guess, was later condemned. It was an old apartment building
down Cleveland Circle. The crummiest
place ya ever seen-and we hadda pay to live
there."
"A real firetrap, and it eventually burnt
down on BC." Wright winks as he brings
his glass of beer to his bearded chin. "I
think it was one of those insurance fires."
Those were the dark ages at the Jesuit institution. Ties and suitcoats were required
on upper and middle campus at all times, no
smoking or drinking in the dorms, and if you
were cought with a female acquaintance in
your r00m... wwww-ell, huh...if you escaped
castration, you were considered among the

fortunate.

"After 'bout three months," Wright continues, "there was a gang of maybe ten or
twenty of us who started to say 'hey, wait a
minute, this isn't exactly what we had in
mind."
"We were not very well-liked by the other
students. They called us 'beatniks' and the
football players started beatin' us up and
stuff." He shakes his head and grimaces.
"It wasn't really the hippest campus around.
BC was known for mostly being a jock
school."

This foreshadowed the beginning of the
end of the John Lincoln Wright-BC

courtship.

"I spent two years there.

I

flunked a couple courses, so they gave me a
choice: 'go to summer school or get out.' It
took me about a minute to come to the

decision."
While attending (or not attending) classes
at the Heights, John had hooked up with

what was to become one of the best known
rock bands of the "Bosstown Sound" era,
the Beacon Street Union. "I always liked
singing, ever since I was four or fove. Bobby
Rosenbaum was putting a band together and
they needed a singer. So I joined."!
"We were one of the first 'underground'
bands. Y'know, we didn't play 'Hold On
I'm Coming' or 'Midnight Hour.' We'd dc
Yardbirds or Kinks."
"After about a year of playin' teenage
dances, a manager came up to us in early '67
and said he'd have us in New York in a

,

and there was this two-page spread hyping Merle Haggard and those things...well, it
something called 'the Bosstown Sound," just knocked me out."
Wright began penning some country tunes
remembers Wright in horror. "It seems
MGM had hone and recorded some other and, through various channels, was able to
Boston bands the Ultimate Spinach and put together a C & W band in Boston. The
andOrpheus-and they put us all on one area was not as fertile a bed for this type
music in 1972 as it is now. "It was still
album."
basically
a blues town, which I think is
incredible."
John
the
copy.
quotes
"It was
changin' now. Anyway, we held some
"The sound heard 'round the world. San
dances down at the Charles Street
Francisco is yesterday. Boston is today.'
Meetinghouse. But no one came."
Our hearts sank. The San Francisco rock
John, who these days can be seen sporting
press-i.e. Rolling Stone-being told they were
yesterday, was irate. We never stood a any one of a number of handsome cowboy
hats, shrugged his shoulders. "So I lost my
chance."

.

One or two other albums were tried (the
group even changed its name for a short
while), but it could not shake the
"Bosstown" tag. The band split up in 1970,
but Wright still has some fairly pleasant
remembrances of the days. "We mostly
played the old Tea Party around here It was

shirt on that one. I was broke again."
The original Sour Mash Boys finally got
their break at the pub in Harvard Square
then known as King's (now Jonathan
Swift's). They proceeded to use the bar as a
base from which they could attract the loyal
following which is theirs today in the Cambridge region.

Once again, widespread acclaim (as yet)
has alluded Wright. "Just like back in the
Union when we were not what people call
'commercial'-andl think we suffered some
for it-this band now is not gonna play Top
Forty county. We do a lot of different things.
We're not as rock as Marshall Tucker.
We're not as swing as Asleep At the Wheel
or as country as Merle Haggard."
The past year has given Wright great
reason to be confident of the future
of'progressive country" and, consequently
of his own. Boston now has its own
"outlaw" radio station, WTTK-FM, to
complement about a score of steadyworking country bands in the area, among
which Wheatstraw and the Estes Boys,
along with Wright and the Sour Mash Boys,
are probably most prominent.

John Lincoln Wright-A "Bosstown" Cowboy
week." True to word, the Union auditioned being run by a young Don Law then. The
Hallucinations, with Peter Wold (later lead
at several of the big NYC clubs of the time.
"We played the Bitter End, the Cafe A-Go- singer for the J. Geils Band)was the other
Go and, finally, the Scene-where Hendrix big local draw."
and all them people hung out-all in one
Fed up with the music biz and burdened
day."
by numerous legal and personal problems,
The response was most favorable, and Wright packed it up and headed back to
after a summer's worth of gigs in Gotham, Maine.
That was almost six years ago. Since then
major label offers were flying all over the
place. The Beacon Streeters decided on John Lincoln Wright has become a conMGM and an album was cut in New York. noisseur of the C & W sound. "After
But then, strange things started happening awhile, I wasn't listening to rock anymore. I
at the beginning of the next year. "One day, became more and more interested in country
about seven or eight months after we music as far as what I was listening to I can't
finished recording, I opened up Billboard really pinpoint it, but when I began hearing

Wright has few regrets about a career that
seems precarious in the extreme. "With the
Union, we might've made it. There were
only a few bands like us in the whole country-the Dead, Buffalo Springfield, Country
Joe MacDonald, and the Airplane," thepresent head Sour Masher points out. "The
band I have now probably could have
broken faster if we played some stuff similar
to Marshall Tucker or the Dead, but we're
not into that."
"Listen, I've put myself in the position
I'm in now," he concludes. "I went the rock
'n' roll trip once and I've been trhough that.
They chewed me up and spit me out."
The edges of his mouth begin to curl upwards. "That one was for them. I'm doing
this one for me."
The author is a Billy Carter Fan.

BEST BETS FOR THE DESPERATE
by Don

Natnan

There are many publications thatlist handreds of things to do, places to go, and sights
to see. Now, it is impossible for anyone ot
look at every listing, unless of course they
graduated from Evelyn Wood summa cum
laude, so we would like to present a list of
"happenings" that you may not haveread.

COURSES:

For the out of state resident here in
Boston, a foreign language course entitled
"Bostonese Made as Easy as It Ever Will"
will be offered at the Carl Yaztremski Extnesion School of the University of
Massachusetts. The course will center on
the difficult letter "ah" (R). Particular
emphasis will be"placed on the letter "aw",
as in the word "on". For the final examination, students will travel to Ohio, and in
order to pass, not more than two people
shouldbe ableto understand a word that you
say. A course for Boston residents will be
offered as a complementary course to this
one, entitled "English as a Foreign
Language For People East of Waltham".
If you have pro bl ems typign,, a three
week course will bee offferered at the
Elizabeth Ray Schoool of Typign .MS. Ray
has drawn on hre vast experiences as a

sekretery in developign this course.lshould

no,, because I toook it.
Basketball star Dave Cowens will give a
two day seminar on the subject "How to
Develop a Social Conscientiousness at
$250,000 a Year". Mr. Cowens will relate

his" own saga, after which he will sign
autographs, but only if he has his heart in it.
Public speaking lessons will be given
beginning next week at the offices of
WRKO AM. Anyone interested in this
course must be able to shout for six hours
non-stop. In addition to speaking, you will
learn how to handle a crowd of any size, as
long as they are under the age of thirteen

EXHIBITIONS
Boston 200 Surplus Studio: This unique
small gallery offers a wide selection of
bicentennial leftovers. If you missed out on
the nation's big birthday, then this is the
place for you. One of the major drawing
cards at this museum is the 42,783 maps of
the Freedom Trail. This is believed to be the
largest collection of these maps anywhere in
the continental United States.
Museum of Science: This museum is just
chock full of "Do-it-yourself" exhibits,
designed for visitor operation. For the
remainderof this month, there will be an extra special exhibit of this kind - a visitor

operated Gary Gilmore Execution Exhibition. You can actually see the miracle of
ballistics and weaponry that did away with
this nefarious criminal, in action before your
very own eyes. The children will especially
enjoy this, and it's a learning experience to
boot!
MBTA Auditorium Stop Museum: This
picturesque and scenic T stop is one of the
finest examples of American architecture
and interior decorating. Craftsmen form all
over the owrld come to examine its finely
decorated walls, painstakingly done in precision spray painting. An excercise in understatement, this gem of urban handiwork
has been hailed by the Boston Phoenix"
Really Free Paper for After Dark as "...exquisite... it is to the subwaysystem what the
Sistine Chapel is to churches." It is open
from 6:30 in the morning until about 12:30
p.m. Admission is $.25, or two for $.50 on
weekends only.
MUSIC
Boston Classical Scandal Society: This
month's meeting will be to discuss the big
scandal over the recent rumor that
Beethoven was actually one of Thomas
Jefferson's illegitimate sons. We also will
resolve last month's controversy on whether
or not Handel was implicated in the recent

Washington sex scandals.
Jess' Mess Jazz Workshop: The latest in
the field of modern jazz is featured here.
This week's artists include Arthur
Parnwook playing his synthesized fork,
backed by a three piece suit from Brooks
Brothers that has been wired for sound.
This weekend will bring the premiere of a
new jazz symphony by a local musiciancomposer, which is comprised of a trumpet
and four Labrador Retrievers, all repeating
the same note for 59 solid, intense minutes.
The Rathskellar (Kenmore Square): The
latest in punk "raunch" and roll is brought
to you again this weekend. Straight from a
smash engagement at New York's CBGB,
The Internal Hemmorhages will present
some of the 67 song on their brand new, 14
minute long album. Of course, they will do
the big smash hits off their first album, "I
Want to Spit on YourGrandmother's Brand
New Dress", and "Gimme No Sludge in My
Raisin Bran". Opening for The Internal
Hemmorhages will be a local group| Twenty
Percent More Cavities.
We hope that you have found this partial
listing of events helpful. Boston is a city of
great resources, and we should not fail to use
them.
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NEWSBRIEFS
With or Without PIRG
Activity Fee Still at $24
by Patrick

Carome

Although Mass. PIRG may soon cease to exist at Boston College, the
1977-78 Student Government Fee will not be reducecf to compensate for
the $4 per student fund previously allocated to that consumer interest
group. According to Vice-president for Student Affairs Kevin Duffy, the
fee will remain at $24 unless a recommendationfor change is made by the
students through the channels of UGBC.
The student government fee is that amount billed to every student by
the university and then turned over to UGBC for spending according to
that body's budget. Both Duffy and Ron laccobucci emphasized that
PIRG is no different from any other organizationreceiving financial support through the student government.
"The fee was not," said laccobucci, "something which was divided
into $4 for PIRG and $20 for remaining expenditures." Duffy stated
that, "The position of PIRG is no different from any other group which
successfully petitioned UGBC for funds. The unique practice of refund
distribution is merely a reflection of the consumer mentality behind the
PIRG organization."With regards to adjusting the fee, Duffy stated, "In
the past there has been no increase or decrease without student action
through either a referendum or a UGBC caucus recommendation."
Duffy also revealed that, "This year we are in the process of arranging for an external audit to be made of the UGBC books at the request of
Ron laccobucci." He indicated that this was a step in the right direction
for the verifying of how student money is being spent.

Commuter Committee

Initiates
Overnight Housing
The UGBC Commuter Committee instituted a new program of overnight housing for commuters on campus last semester. Housing consists
of three double rooms in Fitzpatrick Dormitory and according to the
chairman of the committee, Lisa Mahoney, many students have participated in the program. She hopes that this service will increase commuter involvement in extracuricularand social activities at BC.
"Commuting students have a special problem" Lisa Mahoney stated.
"Although they pay the same activities fee as the other students, it is
rarely convenient for them to remain on campus for programs or meeting
held in the evening."
Mahoney attributed the 7pm closing of commuter cafeterias and the
drive home as factors "which definitely inhibit partying behavior."
Last semester commuter students ran the entire program; but since
then, the committee has experienced problems with this arrangement.
"We worked fairly well with what little staff we had," Mahoney explained. The weatherand a "lack of glamour in carrying out this type of
service," has transferred the responsibility for bookings to a staff of
work-study students.
Students who have used the service seem generallypleased with the
program. "It's nice not to have to worry about the drive home after band
practice or a night at the Rat," volunteered one woman.
The Guest Housing Program is available to all commuting students.
For specific information about the service or to reserve a room, call
Murray House, the Commuter Center, at 731-3650.

Cat Burgalar Strikes
at Reservoirs
by Paul Hogan
Two hundred sixty dollars was taken from a Reservoir apartment last
week. The robbery occurred in the early evening when the apartment was
left unattended as one of the residents went downstairsto get cigarettes.
The door was left ajar for fifteen minutes before another roommate
returned. After sitting down at his desk for a few moments, the resident
heard thedoor shut, but thought it may have been due to the wind. Later,
the residents found that the money was missing from a dresser drawer.
The residents say BC security was quick to believe it was an inside job.
However, the occupants said that no one knew the apartment would be
empty and the money was more likely taken by someone "cruising"
through the hall. They claimed that all four of them planned to use the
money for a trip during the upcoming vacation. This fact, they said would
eliminate any inside motive.
Students should be alerted to keep careful watch of their apartments
and watch for people "cruising" through the area.

Holiday Thievery

Less Than Usual
Kevin
Captain Watson of the Campus Police revealed that the amount of
goods stolen during the holiday period was exceptionally low this year.
The total value of the goods amounted to less than $2000.
The sum, said Watson, is "incredibly small when one considers how
large an area we had to patrol." He reported that a few of the stolen
items have been recovered through an anonymous tip and that hopefully
more will turn up in the near future.
By

Coffey

Car Thefts Decline in 76-77
continued from page 5
If a felony cannot be proven, the
culpuit can only be charged with illegal use of a motor vehicle, a
charge which is only a misdemeanor. The wording of this law
provides an easy escape for joy
riders. For this reason many states
have issued Joy Ride Statutes which
make the penalty for this crime
much harsher. In Massachusetts
such statutes are presently under

consideration.

Since becoming a chartered

Police Department, Campus Police

has handled all of their car-theft investigations. They strongly urge
that all such incidents be reported
immediately. Before an official
report can be made, proof of
ownership must be established.
Since many people keep their auto
registration in their car, a motor
vehicle identification card is
provided in the back of the Motor
Vehicle Theft pamphlet published
by Campus Police. Following
questions such as "When and where
was your car last seen?" that information plus car identification is
called into the police network and
dispatched throughout the area. If
the car is found, Boston police will
call the car's owner plus Campus
Police. Once the car is recovered,
the owner should report the
vehicle's location when found to
Campus Police. This is because
habitual joy riders frequently drop
off the car near their home. Such
information can therefore lead to
their ultimate arrest andconviction.
Over the past year therehas been
a noticeable drop in auto thefts in
Massachusetts, with Boston in the
to 3
BC has likewise
top 2
shown a favorable downfall in that
area. Between 40 and 50 percent of
cars stolen here are recovered.
Some possible deterrents to this
crime suggested by Mr. Daley include: parking in a well lit area,
licking ail doors and pocketing
keys, and having anti-theft devices

installed.
From the administrative viewpoint, some marked improvements
which discourage auto thefts have
been the consolidation of parking
lots, the increase in outdoor lighting
and the redesign of the lower campus road so there are only two major entrances and exits. Prior to
that time, there were at least eight
possible paths to choose.
Many students wonder if the reestablishment of the electric gates in
the lower campus resident student
parking lot would be a good idea.
Mr. Daley replied that the gates had
been stripped, banned and vandalized, so that the problems that
went along with their operation

\u25a0i

were numerous. He added, "The

gates provided an extra measure of
security, but not absolute." He con-

cluded that if someonewas intent on
robbing a car, an electrical gadget
as simple as a gate would not stop

him.

The Campus Police Department
has pamphlets on the problem of
auto theft.
The best visible
deterrent is police patrols. For car
thieves will usually case an area
prior to a theft attempt. The more
patrols in view, the faster the word
will circulate that such-and-such a
place is not easy to vandalize. "On
the whole," said Mr. Daley, "most
good law enforcement is a result of
good community involvement.
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in time for next Monday
in The Heights
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UGBC Preparing Course Evaluation Booklet
by Louise Hatem

Classes will be interrupted during
the first two weeks of February by
members of student caucuses of
each department who will be administering course questionnaires.
Julia Mannix of the Academic
Committee of UGBC stated that
this committee will compile the information from the questionnaires
and publish it in a student course
critique booklet. This will be
available to all students at no cost
by March 21, the first day of
registration for the fall semester,
book was part of Ron lacobucci's
platform in the last UGBC
presidential election. Mannix explained that such handbooks are
published in other universities,
where students find them useful.
The format of this booklet will be
similar to that of BU's student
course guide, where replies to
multiple-choice questions appear as

percentages, and replies to essay reading materials and requirements
questions appear in paragraph form as well as the instructor may differ.
The organization, pace, readings,
or as a series of unrelated phrases.
The aims of this questionnaire goals and demands of the course
differ from those of the UAS will be evaluated, and the instructor
will be judged for equity, clarity of
questionnaire, according to Mannix. This critique will be a guide for presentation,knowledge of the substudents in course selection, whereas ject and availabilityto students outthe UAS critique is geared toward side of class. In addition, students
the question of tenure and promowill be asked to mention anything
tion of the course instructor. The else that may be helpful to future
UGBC course handbook will be classes.
more valuable than already existing
Several problems have already
departmental course c.ritiaues. appeared in the workings of this
stated Mannix "since it will treat all critique, Mannix stated. By now,
departments in one booklet. she explained, students have
Students will have the advantage of forgotten course numbers, and
others' opinions of a course and in- possibly titles, from last semester,
structor before making a choice."
which means that the Academic
Students will be asked to com- Committee will have to try to idenplete these questionnaires with tify the course from whatever inforrespect to one of their courses from' mation the student couldremember.
the fall semester. Each section of a Perhaps many of the questionnaires
particular course number will be will be invalid, if they do not contain
covered separately, since the enough information.
For this

reason Mannix suggests that
students bring with them to classes a
copy of last semester's schedule or
grade report.
The reaction of some faculty
members to the questionnaire has
been less than positive, which compounds the problem of insufficient
information, since questionnaires
will not be administered in an instructor's class if he or she objects.

LopezTequila-80Proof-Brown

In spite of these few obstacles,
Mannix is optimistic about the fate
of the UGBC student course critique booklet. "It will be a publication that can be taken seriously by
the students", mannix stated. Since
the compilation will involve a considerable amount of man-hours,
help is needed. Volunteers are encouraged to contact Julia Mannix in
the UGBC office in McElroy some
time this week.

Forman Distillers

Import Co..N.Y, NY
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Job Recruiters Arrive at BC
by Kenneth Mostello
According to John Steele, Director of Boston College'sCareer Planning and Placement Center
(CPPC), February is the ideal time
for graduating students to register
for on-campus job recruiting. An article in last week's issue of The
Heights noted how recent improvements in the state of the
economy have developed into a gain
in job openings for students
graduating in a broad variety of
fields. As a result more employers
will be turning toward on-campus
recruitment this month to fill the
positions available.
Steele stated that the number of
'on-campus recruiters usually peaks
in mid-February and diminishes
sharply by the end of March.
Consequently students who are
completing their -final semester at
BC should take action as soon as
they can if they wish to be interviewed' by a jobrecruiter.
In addition to the on-campus
recruitment program, the Center
also helps the career-seeking student

with a number of the other services
it provides. For the person who has
questions about planning his career,
the Center has peer advisors
available who are college students
trained to counsel other students in
many aspects of career searching,
such as preparing for interviewsand
writing resumes. More importantly,
the peer adivsors can show the student how to find good jobs that are
not advertised or available through
employment agencies. Few job
hunters know how to locate these
positions, yet they comprise about
80% of the available job market.
Many students who are duly
qualified for a number of career opportunities said Steele, seek
employment hap-hazardly. They
read classified ads, see an employment agency, fill out a few
applications, and then wait for the
prospective employer to phone
them. Counselors at the CPPC discourage this style of job searching.
Instead, the introduce the student to
a systematic and intensive job fin-
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ding process called a jobcampaign.
A job campaign is designed to explore the 80% of the job market that
evades the attention of the average
person. In a job campaign, the student compiles a list of all the firms
for which he is qualified and would
like to work. A number of sources
are available to compile this listing.
The next step is to contact each firm
and arrange interviews with those
that seem at least slightly responsive. The final step includes following up the interview with a phone
call; according to Steele, this action
shows employers that one is both
persistent and truly interested in the
job.
There is much more to job campaigning than what has been mentioned in this brief description, explained Steele. If you are interested
in the services provided by the
CPPC, contact the Center's
professional counselors, Ginger
McCourt and Jerry Pagean, at Ext.
3433 for an appointment. Those interested in the on-campus recruiting
program should go down to the
Center, located at 38 Commonwealth Avenue, to fill out a
registration form. Have a resume
available. The Center will be glad to
assist you with your career objectives.
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LETTERS

Drop-Ad, Weather Adds to Bus Delays
by Art

Perrand

Many students have voiced their
complaints to The Heights and
UGBC about irregular bus service
to and from Cleveland Circle, South
Street, and Newton Campus. Resident Services Coordinator Mary
Ellen Redding cited three reasons
for the off-schedule delays.
Redding explained that during
the first two weeks of the semester
many people have to confirm
registration and drop or add
courses, causing overcrowding on
the buses. Redding also stated that
the adverse weather conditons and
traffic problems contributed to
delaying the buses.
BC assigns three buses each to
Cleveland Circle and Newton Campus, according to Redding.
Between 8:30 and 10:30 A.M. a
fourth shuttle bus is dispatched to
both areas. More recently, UGBC

Presidentßonald

lacobucci contacted JoeMcSweeney of Plant Services, who coordinates the bus
schedule, to havetheadditonal shuttle bus extneded to 2 P.M. instead of
10:30 in the morning. Redding said
the extension will continue to run
for as long as the crowding problem

i

exists.
According to Redding, buses run
"realistically" every 15 minutes
from 8 A.M. until 6 P.M. between
Cleveland Circle, South Street and
Main Campus, while buses run to
and from Newton campus every 20
minutes throughout the day. The
time intervals take into account all
possible delays from weather, traffic, and crowding. The buses also
leave Waltham Bus Company
earlier than usual. Redding said.
When asked how Housing will inform those students confused about
the actual schedule, Redding explained that Housing will tack up
inserts at Cleveland Circle, South
Street and Newton bus stops. These
inserts will contain schedules indicating exactly when drivers take
their breaks. Currently. Cleveland
Circle drivers take their break at
9:00 P.M. and Newton Campus
drivers break at 9:30 P.M. Wallet
sized cards will also be printed up
and distributed: Redding expressed
hope that Housing will issue the
cards by next year.
A complaint sheet posted by
RA's at Cleveland Circle and South
Street has been very valuable to the

?ff

continued from page 4
Dear Editor,
I am writing this letter in
Both lacobucci and Redding have response to a recent Heights
Housing office, Redding said. She
expressed that any person who editorial encouraging BC students
explained that any specific comwishes to inquire about a late or to support Mass PIRG by not
missing bus should be as specific collecting their four dollar refunds.
plaint is immediately directed to
about the date, time, and location as I propose to demonstrate that conGeorgeLopez of Waltham Bus Co.,
possible, so that the problem can be trary to statements made repeatedly
who then investigates the problem.
investigated thoroughly.
by the program's sopporters to
those of us who waited in line to
reclaim our money, we were not
necessarily "cheap", "apathetic",
or "ignorant" of the functions and
purpose of Mass PIRG. I would
also like to reply to the persons who
voiced those epithets that neither to
we "feel guilty" or should we "feel
guilty" about are actions. Here's
why.
First, I must ask, what exactly is
Mass PIRG? Whether we care to
use the word or not, PIRG is a lobbying group seeking to "educate"
the public and to getgovernment action on its interests. The merits of
those interests are for the individual
to evaluate. If he supports those interests, then he should havethe right
to support the group, financially or
otherwise. However, to compel all
students to support Mass PIRG or
any lobbying group,and then expect
those who object to wait on long
Be buses found driving conditions difficult due to recent snow
lines to reclaim their money is plainly wrong.
Secondly, Mass PIRG is a
political group. Its interests include
nuclear energy, the rights of tenants,
consumer legislation, and other
political interests, most of which do
not directly concern us as college
students. Those issues which do concern us as students, such as the food
in the cafeteria, should be resolved
through UGBC. We elected UGBC
representatives to perform that
function. We did not elect the directors of Mass PIRG.
UGBC has set a bad precedent by
giving finacial support to a political
organization. If it can justify supporting political groups advocating,
some of our interests, then it can
also justify supporting political parties or even poltical candidates advocating some of our interests.
Finally. I wish to say, regardless
of whetherwe believe in the interests
of Mass PIRG we who receive our
refunds do not "feel guilty" or
"cheap" for our actions. When we
waited in line, we were not
necessarily saying that we objected
to Mass PIRG or its interests. We
were saying that we did not feel
strongly enough about the group to
contribute four dollars of our
money. No student can afford to
contribute four dollars to every
worthwhile organization needing
money. Do the Mass PIRG people
feel "guilty" because they did not
contribute four dollars to the
American Cancer Society, The US
Olympic Team. The March of
Dimes, UNICEF, Common Cause,
CORE, the NAACP, NOW, the
ACLU. ad infinitum.Of course they
don't, and they shouldn't. They have
a fundamental right to decide what
they wish to support, and so do we.
How would they feel if they had to
wait in refund lines for all these
groups? Thank You.
Kenneth Mostello SOM '79
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60 Faculty Members Recommended for Tenure
By Larry Costello
Approximately sixty members of
the BC faculty are being considered
for tenure according to an administrator in the President's office.
Peg Dwyer, vice president and executive assistant to the president,
told The Heights that the exact
number of faculty members under
consideration for tenure was not
known. She explained that the

recommendations come in "school
Decisions which include the rank
by school" and that there is "no of tenure create an enduring conneed to keep a log of numbers." She tract between the faculty member
did say, however, that the number and the university. For this reason,
was in the neighborhood of sixty, such decisions must be made in the
which was "about the same as in rebest interests of the university, accent years."
cording to chapter 2 of the UniversiThe decisions are expected to be ty Statutes.
released from the President's office
Each school has a Promotion
in mid-February, before the March Committee, with the dean of that
1 deadline.
particular school action as chair-

TAPAC Initiates New Programs

by Mary Madigan
The A&S Transfer Assistance
Program is revising its plans to expand into more than a mere orientation program. Larry Walsh, incoming chairman of the Transfer
Assistance Program Advisory
Council (TAPAC), states that the
Council intends "to take on a lot
more than the week-long orientation."
In accordance with this expansion, TAP has instituted four new
standing committees:
According to Walsh, the newly
founded Housing Committee,
headed by Jennifer Gleason, is
studying "how housing is given to
transfers." Transfer students often
Find it difficult to obtain on-campus
housing, and the Housing Committee will find out why this is so.
Says Walsh. "The Transfer
Assistance Program has to come in;
there is no other recourse."
The Funding Committee will
determine how the funding for
transfer programs increases in
proportion to the number of
transfers accepted each year. Often
there are no funds left for the
January orientation period, Walsh
states. The Funding Committee will
seek an increase of funds and look
into other available funds.

~

The Evaluation Committee,
headed by Leslie Bacha, will ask
that transfers and transfer assistants
evaluate the transfer advisory
program, in an effort to give
transfers more of a voice in the running of the program. January orientationevaluations will be sent out in
the near future.
The Student Relations Committee has been established to keep
transfers informed of TAPAC activities all yearround. Currently this
committee is recruiting potential
transfer assistants irom those
transfers who have already experienced the program and can
hence understand the needs of the
newly arrived transfer. Improvements are being sought in the
recruiting system itself, according to
Walsh. Interested transfers who do
not receive recruitment letters are
encouraged to pick them up in the
Counseling Center, Gasson 108.
In addition to recruiting, the
Student Relations Committee functions as a recipient of student input,
communicating with transfers about
matters of interest to them.
Transfers with suggestions should
contact Student Relations Committee Chairman Julie Butler, c/o
TAPAC Counseling Services. "If

we get any breaks with housing,"
Walsh says, "we let the transfers
know about them."
In addition to forming the
above new committees, the Transfer
Assistance Program seeks to initiate
communication with the corresponding programs in the Schools of
Management and Nursing. "In this
way," says Walsh, "we can better
understand the overall needs of the
If the number of
transfer.
transfers keeps increasing, we have
to be able to expand to meet their
needs."

...

man. The granting of tenure is
based mainly upon the recognition
of past academic achievement,
which is taken to mean scholarly
and stimulating teaching, original
and research, and scholarly publication. Distinguished services which
contribute to the advancement of
the university are also considered,
according to the statutes. The
Promotion Committee takes all
these things into consideration and
presents their recommendations to
the President by January 15. The
Presidents office has from then until
March I to make the decisions.
The University Statutes, (chap. 2,
sect. 78, part 8) states that "all
promotion and tenure proceedings
are confidential in nature, and all
participating in the process shall
refrain from discussion, outside of
formal Committeesessions, of those
recommended for promotion and
tenure." Because of this rule, many
departments are sensitive toward
the publication of the names of
those whom they recommended for
tenure. Also, the university likes to

"announce the good news and
minimize the bad," according to
Ms. Dwyer. This makes it difficult
to get a complete list of those under
consideration. Some departments
disclosed the names of those to be
considered, some didn't, and some
were unable to be contacted. Some
of those under consideration for
tenure are; Robert Bond, Barry

Bluestone, John Dacey,Peter
DeGarmo, Donnah Gumpart, Chris
Hepburn, David Karp, Ed Knox,

Edward Krupat, George Ladd,
Frederick Lawrence, Martin
Lowenthal, David McFadden,
Edward Milenky, Ouida Morris.
Kenneth Nicholas, Alan Rogers,
John Rosser, Mike Rubin, Donald
Victor, Joellen Watson, and George

Woytanowitz.

PIRG Fund Easing Drought

continuedfrom page 4
"Who the hell knows or cares
what PIRG would do with the
money. I know what I can do with
it! I'm meeting some friends of mine
at Molly's tonight. It's half-price
night. We're going to drink to
PIRG!"
The intruder informed me that
his parents paid his tuition so I
asked him why he wasn't sending
them the $4.
"What are you?...some sort of
crazy faggot? My parents don't
know about any refund. This is a
free lunch, man. My roommate is

there was no such thing as a free
lunch must have been a jackass!"
After the intruder got off'the
bus, I turned to Flo indisgust. "Can
you believe it?", I cried.
"Well Jim, look at the bright
side. Rumor from the top has it that
Monan has asked PIRG to set up
the refund table in St. Mary's
chapel next week. There have been
com- laints about the congestion in
Mcilroy and besides Public
Rf ations wants a picture of a
responded.
P' eked chapel for the cover of
"Okay, thanks. Whoever said F,ridge Magazine."

on scholarship. What do you want
him to do?...give it to Joe Yukica?
Listen buddy, I've got better things
to do than argue with you about
PIRG, but since I've helped you understand why so many students are
getting refunds, maybe you can help
me with my problem. I haven't had
hot water in my apartment for three
days and my landlord won't answer
his telephone. Who can I call to do
something about it?"
"Try Mass. PIRG," I

[Attention!

To those students interested in running for UGBC President
for the year 1977-78

BELOW ARE THE DATES FOR
THE CAMPAIGN AND ELECTION

Mon. Feb. 7 Letters of intent are available in UGBC Office
Wed. Feb. 9 Petitions available in UGBC Office
Fri. Feb. 11 Rules and spending forms available in UGBC Office
Mon. Feb. 14 First daycannpaign literature, platform, etc. maybe released.. There is to
be no active campaigning exceptthe filing of petitions until this date.
At6:3o p.m. on Mon. Feb. 14The Election Committee will meet
with all presidential candidatesin McElroy 114.
Wed. Feb. 16 Letters of intent due in UGBC Office
Thurs. Feb. 17All petitions are due in UGBC office by 4:30 p.m.
March 1-15

Therewill be open forums at Newton and-O'Connell House
forthe candidates to speak to the student body

Thtire.^
Candidates may not begin campaigning until Friday, February 4

The Election Committee
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Cultural Committee Presents

Cultural Committee
presents:

MIT SHAKESPEARE
ENSEMBLE
on Sunday, February 13
Place: O'Connell House
Time: 8:00pm

Red Auerbach:
General Manager of the
Boston Celtics
on Thursday Feb. 10th.
f

place:

JHfefe

uampion

Scenes From:

Richard 111
As You Like It
Hamlet
Much Ado About Nothing
Two Gentlemen of Verona
among others
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Career Opportunities Series

CAREER OPTIONS:
ALTERNATIVES FOR THE FUTURE
Recent graduates present personal experiences regarding the transition
from undergraduate majors to alternate career fields.

Wednesday, February 9

BUSINESS CAREERS

FOR NON-BUSINESS MAJORS
Tuesday, February 15

I

NON-TEACHING CAREERS
FOR EDUCATION MAJORS

I

Each seminar is scheduled for 7-9pm. The location is Alumni
Hall, 74 Commonwealth Avenue. Students will be able to
question panelists and speak with them after each seminar.
The Career Opportunities Series is a service of
the Boston College Alumni Association in cooperation with the UGBC,
for Boston College students. For more details, call Alumni Hall, 965-3360.
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Eagles Gas Up for Beanpot Tourney
By Bob Holmes
I remember hearing about the
Beanpot Tournament for the first
time. It was in Sports Illustrated, as
I recall. Something about a Boston
College team that upset this commuters school from down the road,
for their first beanpot title since
1965. I didn't think too much of it
then, but now, one year later, my
editorhas assisgned me to do more
than think about the tournament
but also to spill some ink in its
behalf. ?
To the pople of Boston the Beanpot makes the Stanley Cup look
more like a dixie cup. SIMPLY
PUT/THE Beanpot Tournament is
the most prestigious regular season
hockey tournament in the nation,
and tonight the twenty-fifth chapter
will be added to the Beanpot
biography.
At 6:oopm the Boston University
Terriers face off against the
Northeaster Huskies, and right
after that the Eagles take the ice
against the Crimson of H Farvard.
Boston College appears to have
an easy, knock on wood, first round
opponent. Over Christmas vacation
the Eagles played Harvard and
skated off with an easy 4-1 victory.
Despite the disappointing loss to
New Hampshire, the Eagles are still

flying high and at this point in the
year they still are in the thick of the
ECAC race. Overall the Eagles
sport a 14-5-1 record and in the
ECAC competition they stand at
11-5-1. Boston College is in third
place behind Clarkson and the
University of New Hampshire, but
ahead of the other three Bean-

Could

potters.

With the super first line of Bob
Ferritter between Paul Barrett and
Joe Mullen and last year's tournament MVP Paul Skidmore, the
Eagles should get by the Crimson of
Harvard and make it to the finals.
Harvard, as always is coming off
final exams. They have had very little practice time lately and only one
game in the past weeks. Needless to
say, but I'll say it anyway, a Harvard win wouldbe a mild upset.
The Boston University Terriers
are the favorites to defeat the
Huskies. The nationally ranked
Terriers are battling with Cornell ?
for the third spot in the ECAC, two
places above NU. BU is coming off'
a 9-2 pasting of Brown in which the
team's All-American Ricky'
Meagher stared. Northeastern is i
Boston College is seeking to
capable of pulling off the upset as
witnessed by their of BC, 5-4, earlier make it two Beanpot wins in a row,
in the year, so the Terriers cannot while Boston University is looking
afford any form of over-confidence. to make it nine titles in twelveyears.

.

Skidmore

make it two
in a row?

Martin

Last year's Beanpot MVP, Paul
Skidmore, will be a key factor in
tonight's opening round against Har

Stephanie

yard.

270, BU 0. I also bet thah the TamBoston College, Boston University
pa Bay Buccanners will win the
final, so now the question exists,
who will win? My prediction is BC Super Bwol next year. Any takers?

Lady Luck Deciding Factor; Eagle Hockey Splits
The Wildcats, hungry for a vic- ringer with a quick wrist shot from
On Tuesday night, BC dropped a tory after dropping two successive the left slot. The Eagle lead proved
tough 6-3 decision to the Wildcats road games over the weekend, to be a short one as Ralph Cox
of UNH in front of a capacity played like the second place team in winged a deflected shot past a
crowd in McHugh Forum. A Bob the East. The Eagles came out flyscreened Skidmore. The period
Miller breakaway goal with 4 ing in the first period forechecking ended in a hectic tic.
minutes remaining thrust UNH into the usually confident 'Cats into misThe second period saw the Cats
a 2 goal lead ending sustained Eagle takes. At 12:30 Joe Augustine conjump to a shocking 3-1 lead. At 8:33
pressure.
verted Bob Ferriter's two point former Olympian Bob Miller let a

shot go that deflected past Skidmore. In rapid fire action Jim Harvic blew into the offensive zone firing one from the right face-offcircle
which eluded Skidmore's glove

by Jane McCarthy

Hand.

The Eagles took a further turn
for the worst as Joe Augustine was
whistled off for a double minor,
crosschecking and unsportsmanlike
conduct. The Cats scored on the
power play as Joe Fontas lifted a
shot into Skidmore's mask. Temporarily shocked, the goalie let the
rebound trickle underneath his
knees for a 4-1 score.
The puck had not been rolling
the right way for the Eagles all
night, and the situation was not
helped when Joe Fernald received a
game misconduct for hitting
linesman Maloney. Fernald said
that a UNH player accidently
forced him into the referee. Instead
of deflating the Eagles, the penalty
inspired BC resulting in aggressive
hitting and shooting. Finally, Tom
Songin sent frosh Bill Army in on
Magnarelli, and Army blasted one
past the goalie from Brighton,
Mass., inching BC closer at 16:03.
The third period proved
fruitless for the Eagles, as they were
stymied by Magnarelli who had 36
saves on the night. However, persistence paid off for the "Hotline"
when Paul Barrett broke into the
UNH zone and blasted a shot by
Magnarelli for a 4-3 score. But
hopes of an OT game were killed
when Bob Miller tallied his second
goal following a streak of Skidmore
saves (38). Ralph Cox finished up
the game with an open net shot at
19:14.

Dartmouth's Jeff Sollows cuts down Bob Ferriter as puck slips away.

Stephanie
Intense action dominatedUNH game; even the'face-offs were important.

Martin

Dartmouth
by Allan Cohen

The Eagles rebounded from
Tuesdays disappointing loss to
UNH with a 4-3 seat squirmer
Thursday night at Dartmouth. Rob
Riley hit the game winner with
seven minutes remaining to boost

BC's record to 14-6-1.
BC carried a 3-1 lead into the
final period. Consecutive interference calls to Ed Reardon and
Joe Augustine enabled Dartmouth's
power play to erase the two goal
lead early in the period. What
followed, with the score tied 3-3,
had to be seen to be believed. Less
than a minute after the Ivy Leaguers
tied the score, Dartmouth's fifth
defenseman, Doug Bradley, was
penalized for a major highsticking.
Bradley's protests were good for an
unsportsman conduct and seven
minutes of penalties.
BC's power play, the Eagles'
favorite show piece, went to work
on goalie Jeff Sollows. For seven
minutes BC peppered the Big
Green's senior goalie with shots
converging from every angle, from
the points and in close. Rebounds by
Bob Ferriter and Walt Kyle and a
break away with Paul Barrett walking straight in at Sollows were
among BC's best bids to bread the
tic, but Sollows continually made
the big saves. As each minute
elapsed tic ups and clearing passes
by Dartmouth brought the Hanover
fans to their feet. And as the last
minute transpired, Dartmouth's
new Thompson Arena echoed the
countdown of the final twenty
seconds. The three minute standing
ovation that followed was well

deserved.

When play resumed Riley
silenced the arena and put BC back

on top. With Bill Army leading a 2
on I break, Riley was left unattended at Sollows left. Army's
pass was right on the mark, and
Riley dulled it high. His twenty
footer hit the upper corner knifing
through Sollow's short side. For
Riley, the goal was his biggest of the
season. "Billy (Army) drew the
defenseman so I teed it up and let it
go." From there BC hung on though
they played the final two minutes
short handed.
continued on S3
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Don Makson

Beanpot Madness
Tonight the madness starts once again!
There is nothing else like it in the world of college hockey.
Euphemistically, it is called the Beanpot Tournament.
Realistically, it provides an excuse for temporary insanity.
The Beanpot Tournament is not described, it is experienced.
Simply stated it is the best damn hockey tournament in the nation. No where will you find a city so engrossed. No where will,
you find such a fusion of students and Alumni. No where will you
find more exciting college hockey.
BU, BC7 Harvard, and Northeastern wage war number twentyfive tonight as the Edward Powers trophy is once again on the
line. Last year, the Terriers were everybody's pick, but it was
Boston College behind the MVP goaltending of an unawed
freshman named Paul Skidmore, that captured the booty, their
first in eleven years. However no one can rest on laurels.
This is the Beanpot!
It is more than just a hockey tournament. It is the championship of, and the braggin' rights to the city of Boston. Every
participant, American or Canadian, from Reading or Toronto is
caught up in the excitement of it all. The players nervously await
the National Anthem, the officials impatiently tug at their jerseys,
the bands alternately play the fight songs, and boisterous students
sing their allegiances. It is Boston's answer to Times Square on
New Year's Eve.
This is the Beanpot!
Boston College will be the pre-tournament pick which is about
as desirable as living in Buffalo. The defending champions,
ranked third in the East have had their difficulties this past week.
Against UNH the Eagles hit five posts and rumor has it that
goalie Dan Magnarelli is having the cage bronzed. Up in
Hanover, the infamous BC power play was unable to score while
having the man advantage for seven minutes. But thanks to a Rob
Riley goal, the Eagles were able to enter the Beanpot with a win.
Tonight there will be no excuse. A loss in the Beanpot lasts a
year; a win and you must prove yourself in seven days. Most are
looking forward to a rematch of the BC-BU championship game
of a year ago. However, Harvard can never be overlooked and
Northeastern has the ability to surprise. Just ask BC!
The pressure is on the Eagles. They're expected to win and fans
will accept nothing else because a loss means having to put up
with those other people on Comm. Aye.
You see, this is the Beanpot.

?

Martin

Stephanie

U Conn

Nips Women Skaters;
6th Sraight Win Slips Away

moved in to slip the puck under the
Hile
Last Monday evening, Jan. 31, UConn goalie. But BC's efforts
the women's ice hockey team were megated as the Huskies were
attempted to extend their winning able to deadlock the score at one
streak to five games in a row. In with a goal at 9:48 of the first
front of a sparse crowd (the largest period.
of the season) the women faced-off
In the second Period, BC
seemed to fall into a trance and
against the University of Connecticut. Both teams played a rather floating through line changes. The
loose first period with the action adrenalin that BC had built up by
primarily being erratic from end to the end of the first period had
end. BC drewfirst blood at the 7:63 suddenly dissipated. At 7:51 of the
mark of the first period. Working second period, Mary Fissinger was
on a feed from Maryanne Tessier, able to break free and feed Kathy
Mary Fissinger a native of Therrien of Dedham who beat the
Cleveland, Ohio streaked down the netminder on the short side to give
left side of McHugh Forum and BC the go ahead goal. UConn unfortunately rallied again and was
able to poke a rebound past Doris
Fisher at the 8:50 mark to tic the
score at two.
The exhausting, see-saw battle
continued into the third period.
With 4:15 elapsed in the final period
UConn momentarily caught fire. A
crucial face-off deep inside the BC
end was enough to kindle the upset.
BC lost the crucial draw and the
SPORTS STAFF
Huskies snatched up the opportuniJohn Fouhy...Editor ty to maneuver a back-hand past
Doris Fisher for the winning goal at
Bob Dolan
the 4:15 mark. The third UConn
Dave Coulthard
goal did not dictate the doom of our
girls' spirit. After the Huskies' tally
Cohen
Allan
BC poured in 9 shots on goal, but
Bob Holmes
unfortunately they butted heads
against an unexpectedly hot goalie
Sue Parrott
whorefused to break

by Tom

UNH goalie Dan Magnerelli poked puck away as huge crowdrises in anticipation.

UMass Technically? WhipsHo psters;
Eagles Ram Fordham in Overtime, 77-76
by John Corbett

to what Coach Zuffelato called
One bad call and a resulting "oneof our typical starts".
technical foul cut short the Eagle Shooting only 30 to UMass'
hopes for a big upset and handed 45
the Eagles fell behind 40-27 at
them another disappointingloss, 85the tialf. Poor shooting and shot
-69, at the University of selection hampered the Eagles
Massachusetts Wednesday night.
throughout the first period.
The Eagles had chipped away at a
The Eagles weren't about to roll
13 point UMass lead and trailed by
over and play dead, though. Even
only 4 midway through the second
half when Mike Shirey was called with Tom Meggers (2 for 12) and
on a blocking foul. B.C. Coach Bob usually high scoring Ernie Cobb
Zuffelato, who termed the call "just having off nights, the Eagles pecked
away at that lead. Rick Kuhn and
incredible", then expressed his opiJeff Roth picked up the slack and
nion of the call. His opinion cost
both turned in strong performances,
him a two-shot technical. Brad
Kuhn scoring 18 points and Roth
Johnson of UMass sank two free
15. Coach Zuffelato said,"Roth did
throws on the Shirey foul and two
an extremely fine job, especially in
for the technical. UMass then took
the second half when we were pressthe ball at half court, scored easily
ing. He was a defensive stopper,
and the comeback was ruined. The
shutting down Jim Town in the sesix-pointplay gave the Minutemen a
cond half." He further commented
10 point lead and the game.
Zuffelato, when asked about the on the play of Kuhn, "He played his
best game as an Eagle. His shooting
blocking foul, said, "The videotape
showed that there was no contact has improved immensely and he's
made. The kid slipped."
cut down on his fouls."
JimTown of UMass led all
In the first half, the Eagles got off

Meeting Today

4:30 pm

Jane McCarthy
Tom Hile
John Corbett
Don Makson
John Long

Jim Lamer

The women's hockey team faces the
Wildcats of UNH tonight at B:3opm in
McHugh Forum. The Eagles hope to
continue early season success against
UNH. BC defeated Wildcats 4-3 in OT
and in Durham.

John

Where have all the Eagles gone?
Rams won board battle, lost game.

Gilmartn

scorers with 22 points. He also
grabbed12 rebounds and blocked 3
shots.
Louis Benton sank a 20 foot jump
shot with three seconds left in the
game to send it into overtime, and
an 11 footer with time running out
in the overtime to give the Eagles a
77-76 comback win over the
Fordham Rams Saturday night.
Benton's heroics capped off what
Coach Bob Zuffelato called "the
best comeback I've ever been involved with".
The first half saw Fordham grabbing an early lead and building on it,
mostly on the shooting of Forward
John O'Neil, who had 14 in the half.
The Eagles were playing though
defense, forcing outside shots, but
the Rams were hitting them. The
Eagle offense loed sloppy, making
bad passes and scoring only 4 points
in the first 8 minutes. Midway
through the period, Fordham began
to penetrate but the Eagles hung
close, on the shooting of Ernie Cobb
andßob Bennefield, and walked off
trailing 32-24 at the midway point.
Fordham came out fast in the second period, penetrating the Eagle
defense, running, and extending
their lead. At one point, John
O'Neil tallied eight unanswered
points. With 7:30 remaining in the
game, things began to turn around.
At this point, Fordham held their
biggest lead of the game, 54-38.
The Eagles then went into their man
to man press and started double
teaming. Coach Zuffelato saw this
as the key point in the game. He
noted, "When we applied the press
and started double teaming, they
stopped running ane tried to hold on
to the ball. They stopped scoring."
With some help from Fordham
players missing 6 key free throws,
the Eagles battled back. When Ernie Cobb, who was high scorer for
the Eagles with 18 points, fouled
out, Benton took over and hit the
clutch 20 footer to tic it.
The overtime was a seesaw affair,
with Benton sinking another clutch
shot, this one an 11 footer, to give
the Eagles the one point victory.
High scorer for the hame was
John O'Neil of Fordham with 26
points. Paul Smith of Fordham had
19 points and 13 rebounds.
Coach Zuffelato said that
Fordham was a "super disciplined
team" and"very aggressive", but
added, "The team really staged a
super comeback."
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Seagles Keep Sailing On
by John Long
The Boston College Seagles continued their winning streak by
defeating Southern Massachusetts
University and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. At SMU
last Tuesday, the men's swim team
barely overcame the Corsairs to win
57-47. Friday of that same week the
women's team won at MIT by
drowning out the .Engineers 89
to 42. In both meets Boston College
was heavily favored.
However, it didn't appear that
way for awhile as the men were
headed for rough water at SMU.
Because BC's last remaining diver
was put out of action by a pinched
nerve, the Eagles faced a sixtten
point deficit in the diving. The Corsairs would automaticallytake first
and second in diving. To overcome
this great obstacle the Seagles had
to swim well and swim well they did.
Boston College started off well
with their team of Levitsky, Dube,
Holop and Lyness taking first in the
200 yd. Medley relay. The action
didn't stop there as Paul Mahoney
and Mike Herlihey came in with a
first and second in the 1000
freestyle. Another possible one-two
combination by Matt Lyness and
Steve Rosthowski in the 50 free was
foiled by officials when a judge's
decision took second from Steve
and gave it to MIT. The Corsairs
then went on to win the 200 back
and breast.
The Seagles Scot Dube and
Matt Lyness responded to the
challenge and came in first and second, respectively, in the 200 yard
breast stroke. There the judging official stepped in once more to break
up the possible one-two action by
disqualifying Lyness on a single
hand touch (you must touch with
both hands on a turn in butterfly).
This time words flew hot and heavy
as Coach Tom Groden protested,
maintaining that the official had illegally watched only Lyness through
the entire race and failed to notice
MlT's swimmer's illegal
breaststroke kick. The decision
went unchanged as the Corsairs
took second

Consequently the Seagles were
riled and rallied coming back in full
force. John Gleason and Steve
Rosthowskis took first and second
in the 100 free. Then Scott Dube
went on to take first in the 200 yd.
breaststroke. John Gleason came
back again to win the 500 yd.
freestyle. This brought the Seagles
up from behind and pushed them
over the top. The tide had turned
against the Corsairs. Boston
College then took the final event,
the 400 yd. freestyle sealing shut any
hope for a Corsair victory.
At MIT the Seagles women's
team literally blew the Engineers
right out of the water. From the
onstart Boston College proved itself
the superior team by winning the
200 Medley relay. In the 100 I.M.

SPORTSHORTS

Will Women Ski?

and breast Donna Gerstener took
first to keep the momentum going.
Bea Grause continued this lead by
winning the 50 fly and 100 free.
Some 1-2 action occurred as
Morhan and Derr took top honors
in the 100back. MITkept on taking
a pounding as SeaglesThomson and
Derr took first and second in the 50
free. The Engineers then staged a
temporary comeback taking the 50
back and the 200 and 500 free. Due
to the efforts of Campbell, Cuthbert
and O'Brien, Boston College was
able to answer with a first and second in both the one meter and 3
meter diving events. The Engineers
managed one more great effort in
the 200 free relay but came up for
short. BC stretched its unbeaten string to six.

If you are interested in skiing and a woman at Boston College, don't

'read this. It'll make you cry. The Boston College Women's Skiing Club

is not a club and isn't skiing. Well, it might ski this Wednesday against
BU at Prospect Hill in Waltham but Reenie Swanson isn't too sure.
"It depends on whether Bill (Bill Toof, Men's Skiing Coach),can
arrange it or not."
The women's team isn't an official anything yet, though team member
Eileen Doherty submitted organizationalpapers last week.
The five member squad consists of three letterpersons and two
freshmen. They've been in training since October and practice with the
men's team every afternoon at Prospect.
"It takes a lot of time," says Swanson, "and it's frustrating when you
don't see it payoff."
The major problem is financing. Each skier is forced to pay for
everything - lifts, equipment, traveling expenses, and lodging. Most skiing meets are two day events in the north country. If you've skied lately
you know how expensivea two day excursion in New Hampshire can be.
The team will "plug away" this year, acquire club status and hope for
the best. Reenie expressed the common sentiment as she said, "I felt like
quitting once but I figured it would only hurt the people who came after
me."
However unbridled optimism, like that expressed above, can only take
the women's ski "club" so far.

MIT & PHD \u2192 BC Loss
Chris
So close...yet so far. Referee looks for pin.

Conl

Riley Ends Green Comeback
continuedfrom SI
Aside from Riley's game
winner, the highest point of the
game had to be the opening face-off.
From the moment the puck was
dropped, the Eagles displayed an intensity seldom seen on a road trip
immediately following such a heartbreaker as the UNH game.
Coach Ceglarski was obviously
pleased with the way BC controlled
the game. "We didn't quit. Tonight
we showed them (Dartmouth and
BC hockey fans) BC can come right

back playing the kind of hockey
that's a winner."
How true it was. BC came right
at Dartmouth from start to finish,
hit hard, and beat a highly regarded
goalie, Jeff Sollows. "Our
defensemen Dan McDonough and
Dave Annecchiarico played just
great," Ceglarski was quick to
emphasize, but actually everyone
skated well. The victory at Hanover
is no doubt the biggest lift to the
team Ceglarski could have played
for three days prior to the Beanpot.

by Thomas M. Hile
The BC grapplers added a 34-12 blemish to their record last evening,
Feb. 3rd against the "Whiz Kids" from MIT.
BC's momentum was broken early in the match. Steve Long wrestling
at 126 lbs. was taken down on a Japanese Whizzer. The referee's quick,
illegal whistle pronounced DOA verdictfor the Eagles as their game plan
for dominating the early matches had to be scrapped and they lost the
next three weight divisions.
BC was not to be denied total humilation as Jim Fox wrestling at 167
lbs. was able to muscle out a tight 10-9 victory to turn the tables on the
"Whiz Kids." BC finished strong with victories by Jim Fox II at 190 lbs.
and Mike Shuttleworth in the heavyweight division.
The grapplers departed for the prestigious Catholic Nationals over the
weekend. The Eagles are hoping to wrestle some respectability into their
program. They will return for their last 2 home matches of the season
against Rhode Island College Tues, the Bth and U of Lowell the 9th of
Feb.

Cronan Named ECAC MVP
by Allan Cohen
....Coach Yukica and Reid Oslin accompanied football captain Peter
Cronan to another stop along the banquet circuit. Last week a group of
NY sportswriter honored BC's senior linebacker with yet another
momento in recognition of ECAC Division One's Most Valuable Player.
continued

on S4

Chick Jurgens: Supplies Steady Play and Leadership
by Jim Larner
It seems that Jeff Jurgens has
always been unsung. Although, the
64" swingman from Cornwall,
N.Y. was named to the Rockland
County All-star team by the Daily
News, he was the "second-playernamed" in the recruiting job which
brought Paul Berwanger to the
Heights. Bob Zuffelato liked what
ihe saw in the big guy's teammate
and asked Jeff to come along as
well. After all, Cornwall wasn't
New York small school champs
solely because of Berwanger; surely
he didn't win 42 straight games all
by himself.
Eventually, both players
decided to come to BC and now four
years later, Jurgens is the captain of
the BC squad while Berwanger is
warming the bench at St. John's.
Jurgen's role as captain began
in midseason in an effort to stabilize
the young squad. "It was up in the
,air," said Zuffelato. "But we felt
that we needed an on-the-court
leader and Chick was deserving of
therole. Chick is a fine leader and a
very hard worker; he's an unselfish
kid and is a goodexampleto the rest
of the team."
That's exactly how Jeff sees
himself in the role. As he said, "I'm
not the rah-rah type. Hopefully my
working hard will be a good example and the players will work hard as
well."
The toughest part of the season
hasn't been the added responsibility
of being captain. The hard part of
playing basketball at BC is the losling (6-13 as of last Thursday). A
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frustrating for him. As the team
failed to defend its New England title, Chick watched from the
sidelines. A sprained knee in
September turned into a torn cartilage in November and an operation in December. This turn of.
events put an end to Jeffs season
which, as it turned out, was only a
bit shorter than the team's.
Not the cheerleader type,
Chick could not sit on the bench and
watch others play. Consequently, he
became detached from last year's
squad. The pain of sitting and
watching hurt him more than playing and losing.
Declining an opportunity to
redshirt last year, Jurgens indicates
that basketball isn't the only thing
he has in mind. As he said, "Basketball isn't everything. I couldn't just
sit around for a year academically.
It would be tough to take off time
and get back to the books."
Jurgen's future will include a
career in business. A marketing
major in the School of Management, Jurgens hopes to take the
summer off for travel before taking
his chances in the job market. "I'd
like to remain in the East although I
understand there are better opportunities in the Midwest."
Zuffelato feels that Jeff "will
do well in any endeavor he undertakes. He has a great attitude, is a
hard worker and very receptive
while remaining personally ambitious." Being the Ramsay-like 6th
manswingman. Chick Jurgens is accustomed to changing themes and
He's always been depenJtirsens^Xas^vga^wa^f^rjjnre

New England championship wasn't
expected as the beginning of the
year but mosf people, including
Chick Jurgens, were hoping for a
.500 season.
"I thought that we could have
played .500 or better," he said. "We
have some fine players. It's just that
everybodyhasn't come up with good
games at the same time." In fact the
top two scorers in the first 18 games
included nine different players. On
winning teams that's called balance:
on losing teams it indicates inconsistencies.
"We've really only put it
together for two games," Jeff said.
"The Villanova and Holy Cross
games were our best efforts. Even
though we lost, we all played well
for the entire forty minutes. But
then you can't lose Carrington,
Collins and Morrison and not have
to rebuild somewhere." Indeed, the
graduation of the Boston Three and
James Jackson's transferral to
Minnesota left a large hole.
All in all, Chick Jurgens has
\u25a0had an enjoyable four years. The
high-lights were the two tournament
games the MIT semi-final in 1974
and the NCAA Eastern Regional
semi in 1975. "The tournaments are
really great," Chick continued.
"They're very rewarding after a fine
season and a lot of fun. I guess
everything is more enjoyable when
you win."
Although the '77 season has
been tough, no one on the team is
giving up; everyone is still giving
their best effort, particularly

-

dable, not the high school phenom.
with the proper supporting cast, he!
He couldn't have turned a program could have been a winner. In many!
around single-handedly, but teamed people's books, he still is.
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Happy

Trails...

When I rolled into the Resies at
6:30 am on Saturday morning and
promptly passed out, I had a faint
remembrance of light white stuff
drifting on my nose. When my
roomate jolted me into consciousness a few hours later with a
tug on the shade chord, I had a
strong feeling that i had passed
away and gone to Buffalo. It was
still snowing.
As of noon on Saturday,all areas
were reporting packed powder and
excellent conditions. However, the
weather wasn't cooperating totally.
Bitter cold and strong winds are on
tap for the beginning of the week
after "mild" temperatures late last
week had loosened up the crust on
windswept expert trails.
So, bring your leather face guard
or a thermal bandana if you'd like
to return with your face intact.
This week's suggestion: Pat's
Peak in Henniker, NH. Take 1-89
to Route 202-9 to 114, Flanders Rd.
in Henniker. Less than two hours
away, Pat's Peak offers limited, upper intermediate skiing and two
chairlifts. However, if memory
serves me correctly, one wide open
trail will provide a lot of "air" and
an audience to match. Pat's Peak is
also a $2.00 deduction with a
MacDonald's slip.
Attention!! The Height's Ski
Report is interested in soliciting
your help. We're interested in beginning a "ride board" for skiers
without transportation. Rides, days
and times will be posted weekly in
The Heights to assist our more
fanatical or budget-minded skiers.
If interested, contact John Fouhy at
Heights Sports editor John Fouhy traverses Alumni stairs, looking for the
964-7569
or leave pertenent inforbest place to begin descent. Campus skiing has been terrific but Fouhy
mation in envelope labeled "Skiing
found Alumni's trail selection limited.
Kevin Sharp Ride Board" in The Heights office.
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Over 38-years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.
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Is it sick
to love
a pen? .

Is it crazy to love marker pens that give you tne smoothest, thinnest line in
town.. .and feel so right in your hand? Is it mad to worship pens with clever
little metal "collars" to keep their plastic points from getting squishy?
Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen.
wmmmsmmmmM^S^

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

Down at the RecPlex...
continuedfrom S3
....The men's and women's swim teams have important meets in the
near future. The women will compete in the Boston Intercollegiates at
MIT February 12, at Harvard for a dual meet February 18 & 19. In
March the women conclude their season with the Eastern Championship
at Delaware...The men's team will participate in the Greater Bostons
February 21 at MIT ....Basketball, hockey, squash and water polo intermurals are in full swing at the sports complex
If you're free Tuesday
morning catch the two leading IM hockey teams, the Spartans and
Russians will face off. The winner will move into first place in the league.
....It is too late to sign up for the Water Safety Instructor course but how
about taking scuba lessons? The course is starting
For those of us not
at fhe basketball gameSaturday night, it's hard to imagine BC pressing
Fordham out of Roberts Center and back to New York. A sixteen point
lead with seven minutes remaining...Whew!...Our condolences to those
who left at halftime and to those who stayed but fell asleep.

The
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA program, will offer
July 1-August 12, anthropology, art,
economics, bilingual education, folklore, history, political science, Spanish
language and literature. Tuition and
fees, $220; board and room with
Mexican family, $280. Write to
GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL,
1530 Gamma Apartments, University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.
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Monday Feb. 7

1

Hockey BeanpotTournamentat Boston Garden
Women's Basketball at Central Connecticut

1

Men's Swimming at Bridgewater

I

Basketball at Rhode Island

JTuesday Feb. 8

1

|WednesdayFeb.9

1
Women's Swimming at vs. Andover
| hursday Feb.lo
T

I now! I

H

I

ALWAYS SNOW & SKIING AT

fhP

VERMONT
SKI REPORT. CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 451-4301
CENTRAL LODGING RESERVATIONS: (802) 422-3333
LOCATED IN

EASY TO REACH CENTRAL VERMONT

-

US 4 & VI
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Women's'Basketball at Plymouth State
Men's Swimming vs. Northeastern 6:30 pm

Friday Feb. 11

Hockey vs. Clarkson
J.V. Hockey vs. Northwood

4:30 pm

Basketball at Holy Cross
J.V. Hockey at Massachusetts
J.V. Basketball at Holy Cross

3:00 pm

j

Saturday Feb. 12

Women's Swimming at Boston Intercollegiates 12:00 noorf.

|SundayFeb.l3
I

i

i
§

Men's Swimming vs. Harvard J.V.

1

This Sporting Week
Heights Sports acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of
Boston College Athletics for the financial support Blue Chips makes
available to an expanded Heights Sports.
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